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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 
ABSTRACT 
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Doctor of Philosophy 
GLACIAL STRATIGRAPHY, GAS-ESCAPE FEATURES AND OCEAN FINE-
STRUCTURES FROM MULTICHANNEL HIGH RESOLUTION SEISMIC DATA 
OFFSHORE WEST SVALBARD 
by Sudipta Sarkar 
 
The inter-fan region between the Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden trough mouth fans offshore west 
Svalbard has recently drawn attention due to the possible impact of ocean warming on marine 
gas hydrates. During a multi-disciplinary cruise JR211 on RRS James Clark Ross in August-
September 2008 off west Svalbard, plumes of methane rich gas bubbles were found emanating 
from the sea floor, where the base of the methane hydrate stability zone (BMHS) intercepts the 
upper continental slope. Multi-channel high-resolution two-dimensional seismic reflection 
profiles and several other data (such as multibeam swath-bathymetric data, ocean bottom 
seismometer etc.) were collected during the cruise. I analysed these data to understand 
continental margin seismic stratigraphy, fluid migration in the upper continental slope, the cause 
of gas seepage on the upper slope and water column mixing processes. 
 
From an integrated analysis of bathymetric data and seismic profiles, I infer the deposition 
centres of glacial debris deposited by paleo-ice streams and the positions of the ice streams. The 
results show that the northwestern margin of Svalbard experienced a switching of a major ice 
stream. First a northwestward flowing ice stream developed during initial northern hemispheric 
cooling (2.8–2.6 Ma). A switch in icestream flow direction to the present-day Kongsfjorden 
cross-shelf trough took place during a glaciation at 1.5 Ma or later during an intensive major 
glaciation phase (the ‘Mid-Pleistocene Revolution’) at 1.0 Ma. I attribute the switch to the 
reaching of a tipping point when growth of the Svalbard ice sheet had attained a critical 
thickness and the ice sheet could overcome a topographic barrier. 
 
Gas seeps in the inter-fan region (350–400 m) mostly occur in the zone from which the 
predicted BMHS at the seabed has retreated over the recent past (1975–2008) as a consequence 
of a bottom-water temperature rise from 2º to 3º C. There is no evidence for a bottom simulating 
reflector (BSR as a proxy for BMHS) close to the gas seepage region, but a BSR is found 
downslope (depth ~600 m) of the seepage sites. Numerous gas pockets exist directly below the 
predicted BMHS. The scattered distribution of gas seeps indicates the role of lithological 
heterogeneity in focusing gas migration to the earlier sites of gas hydrate formation or release of 
gas once hydrate dissociated. 
 
Seismic data also reveal the distribution of fine structures in the water column in distal shelf and 
upper slope. The front separating the warm Atlantic Water (>6˚ C) and colder surrounding water 
is represented by a band of parallel, strong reflections, some of which are continuous over ~3 
km. Internal waves are also imaged. Internal waves in 600–800 m water depths could be 
generated by the semi-diurnal tide S2. These early results are encouraging and seismic 
oceanography has a bright prospect in understanding oceanographic processes west of Svalbard. 
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1.1 Introduction 
 
The Arctic region has experienced the greatest regional warming on the Earth in recent decades 
[Hassol, 2005]. Such warming is manifested by melting of glaciers, thawing of permafrost 
[Osterkamp, 2005; Nagornov et al., 2006; Anthony et al., 2012], and reduction in sea ice extent 
in the Arctic Ocean [Comiso et al., 2008; Piechura and Walczowski, 2009]. The marine Arctic, 
comprising the Arctic Ocean, the Labrador Sea, Bering Sea and the Nordic Seas, plays an 
important role in the global ocean-climate system with strong feedbacks. Melting sea ice leads 
to a positive albedo feedback as more heat enters the ocean [Curry et al., 1995]. Methane 
trapped in the form of methane hydrates in the continental slope may be released to the 
ocean/atmosphere as a result of hydrate dissociation due to ocean warming and can result in 
greenhouse climate forcing [Houghton et al., 2001]. The advective feedback of warm and saline 
Atlantic Water (AW) inflow to the Arctic helps to drive deep-water formation and thus the 
conveyor-like thermohaline circulation, known as the Atlantic Meridional Overturning 
Circulation [Hofmann and Rahmstorf, 2009].  Such large-scale thermohaline circulation has 
strong impacts on ocean heat budget and climate system [Broecker, 1997]. Arctic warming with 
positive feedbacks will probably affect polar ecosystems, ice-sheet mass balance and human 
activities in this region. In order to predict possible future changes in the marine Arctic system, 
such as in ocean circulation pattern, and to assess the impact of ocean warming on marine 
methane hydrates, it is very important to monitor present changes and understand the nature and 
causes of changes that happened in the past. 
 
In the last few decades considerable changes in the AW have been observed. Temperature time 
series records from 1960–2000 [Holliday et al., 2008] along the pathway of the North Atlantic 
Current from the eastern Subpolar Gyre to the Fram Strait (Figure 1.1) show a sharp rise in the 
temperature and salinity of the AW inflow since the 1990s.The early changes (1990–1997) were 
reflected as a warm anomaly in the Nordic Seas which is primarily due to higher air 
temperatures and reduced heat loss with a moderate intensification of AW inflow [Furevik, 
2001], whereas in more recent times (1997–2008), a pronounced warming of the AW in the 
Nordic Seas and further north in the Fram Strait was observed which is primarily due to 
advection of warm and saline water from the Subpolar Gyre to the Arctic Ocean. Hydrographic 
sections from the Rockall Trough to the Fram Strait reveal that anomalous heat and saline water 
travels with a time-lag of 1–2 years from the downstream sub-basins along the pathway of the 
Norwegian North Atlantic [Holliday et al., 2008]. Hátún et al. [2005] reported an increased 
northward advection of Subtropical waters in the previous decade and this could be one of the 
reasons for intensification of warm and saline AW transportation further north into the Nordic 
Seas. Excursions of warmer AW of several years duration traveling into the Arctic have also 
been recognized by others [Walczowski and Piechura, 2007; Spielhagen et al., 2011]. Such  
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Figure 1.1 Ocean circulation in the Northern Atlantic and the Fram Strait (adapted from Hátún 
et al. [2005] and Beszczynska-Möller et al. [2012]). The circulation system between 50˚ and 60˚ 
N (inset at the bottom) shows a region where subtropical (from the eastward extension of the 
Gulf Stream) and subpolar surface water masses meet and feed into the Nordic Seas. The 
NwAC (Norwegian Atlantic Current) refers to the northward flowing eastern branch of the 
warm and saline Atlantic Current. The western branch of the Atlantic Current flows along the 
Mohns Ridge (MR) and the Knipovich Ridge (KR). Off west Svalbard the NwAC is known as 
the West Spitsbergen Current (WSC). The East Greenland Current (EGC) is a cold current that 
brings cold Arctic water from the north and flows southward along the east Greenland 
continental margin. Part of the WSC circulates back with the EGC in the Fram Strait.  
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warming is critical for the climate-sensitive gas hydrate deposits in the Arctic as they might be 
at a tipping point of melting. 
 
Methane released from dissociation of marine hydrates at the seabed may not reach the 
atmosphere. It may be dissolved in pore waters, absorbed by the benthic biological community 
[Sommer et al., 2006], or consumed during anaerobic oxidation in the sulfate reduction zone 
close to the seabed [Treude et al., 2003; Knittel and Boetius, 2009]. Part of it may also be 
released as gas bubbles at the seafloor, dissolve in sea water and be oxidized to form carbon 
dioxide [Damm et al., 2005]. Methane that survives dissolution and reaches the atmosphere may 
reinforce global warming as methane is a potent greenhouse gas with a Greenhouse Warming 
Potential 25 times that of carbon dioxide on a 100-year time scale [IPCC, 2007].  
 
A close correlation between abrupt increases in surface temperature recorded in Greenland ice 
and rises in isotopically light methane during the abrupt terminations of glaciations during the 
Late Quaternary, has led several authors to invoke probable role of methane, released from gas 
hydrates in submarine sediments, in forcing Quaternary climate change [Kennett et al., 2003]. 
Large-scale methane emissions are inferred from the geological record, such as during the Late 
Paleocene-Early Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM, approximately 55.5 Ma) and hydrate 
dissociation is considered to be one of the possible underlying reasons [Dickens et al. 1995; 
Higgins and Schrag, 2006; McInerney and Wing, 2011]. Such a link is inferred from large 
negative δ13C excursions in benthic and planktonic foraminifera from the sedimentary record 
during the PETM that has been associated with methane from marine hydrates as these 
reservoirs are strongly depleted in 13C (δ13C approximately -60 ‰) [Dickens et al., 1995]. 
Several others have also challenged the hydrate dissociation hypothesis. For example, from a 
stable D/H ratio of methane during the abrupt warming episodes towards the end of younger 
Dryas, Sowers [2006] suggested that hydrates were mostly stable. It appears that wetland 
methane emission could be responsible in enhancing atmospheric methane during more recent 
climate changes in Holocene (such as the end of Younger Dryas) [Severinghaus et al., 1998; 
Nisbet, 2002]. However, the geological record of warming events and their possible link to 
hydrate dissociation suggest that marine gas hydrates remain vulnerable to ocean warming.  
  
Factors that may strongly influence gas hydrate dissociation and thereby release of methane are 
duration of warming (as gas produced from dissociating hydrate tends to re-form hydrate if 
warming is not sustained and temperature drops again) and depth of hydrate beneath the 
seafloor. The gas hydrate stability zone (GHSZ, Figure 1.2a and Figure 1.2b) is present except 
in the upper continental slope (depth usually 300–500 m) where it pinches out. Ocean warming 
primarily affects hydrate stability near the base of the stability zone, where temperatures 
approach the melting point [Archer et al., 2009]. As the sediment column provides a thermal 
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Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram illustrating gas hydrate stability zone (GHSZ) and effect of 
ocean warming on hydrate stability in marine continental margin setting. (a) Hydrate stability 
phase boundary, geothermal gradient and GHSZ defined by the intersection of temperature 
profile 1 and the hydrate phase boundary (hatched zone). Increase in ocean temperature (curve 
2) lowers the upper limit of the GHSZ and elevates the position of the base of GHSZ. (b) The 
base of GHSZ tapers off landward on the uppermost continental slope (modified from Thatcher 
et al., 2011). Ocean warming causes the top of GHSZ to retreat downslope. The zone which 
moves out of hydrate stability is prone to gas hydrate dissociation. Gas produced from the 
dissociating hydrate may be released as gas bubbles on the seafloor. Gas can also migrate along 
the base of GHSZ owing to reduced permeability in the overlying zone where hydrates are 
stable and can be released at the edge of hydrate stability.  
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buffer, thermal diffusion takes time to propagate through sediments and bottom-water warming 
will take time to reach the base of GHSZ if it is deep. Consequently, the uppermost edge of the 
GHSZ close to the seafloor will be most strongly influenced by warming of the AW. Based on 
future climate projections, modelling results indicate that hydrate in sediment below 400–600 m 
water depth may undergo dissociation in the next 100 years as a result of increasing temperature 
of AW flowing into the Arctic [Biastoch et al., 2011]. 
 
The continental margin off west Svalbard is a good site for observing the impact of ocean 
warming in the gas hydrate system in modern times because the presence of gas hydrates 
(Figure 1.3a) is well-known in the continental slope through several geophysical expeditions, 
while hydrographic measurements reveal a warming trend of the Atlantic Current (1˚ C rise over 
the last 30 years according to Westbrook et al. [2009]) bathing the upper continental slope (300–
450 m water depth). Although hydrographic measurements do not extend far back before 1970s 
in the Fram Strait region, a general cooling trend of the AW is seen in 1960–1970s in the 
southern Norwegian Seas. In the Fram Strait and west Svalbard, the temperature changes might 
have been similar to those seen in the southern hydrographic stations during this time. Methane 
hydrates were probably stable in the upper slope off west Svalbard that was bathed by relatively 
colder intermediate water than present. 
 
In order to test whether gas hydrate on the upper continental slope (water depth 350–400 m) has 
moved out of its stability field as a result of recent ocean warming and to examine the 
glacimarine stratigraphy over much wider areas of the continental slope, a marine geophysical 
expedition was carried out aboard RRS James Clark Ross during cruise JR211 in August-
September 2008 off west Svalbard. Approximately 1250 km of high resolution two-dimensional 
96-channel seismic reflection profiles were collected during the cruise. Several other 
geophysical and geochemical datasets were also acquired during the cruise [Westbrook et al., 
2009]. The seabed was imaged and mapped using multibeam sonar (Simrad EM120), a Simrad 
EK60 echo sounder and the TOBI deep-towed sidescan sonar (30 kHz). The Simrad EK60 echo 
sounder is a split-beam sonar system that operated at 38 kHz. Dense and laterally overlapping 
echo sounder survey footprints were obtained over the gas seepage area and 3D analysis of 
these data allowed mapping of the location of the gas bubbles with respect to the seafloor. The 
sedimentary layers and geological structures beneath the seabed were imaged with the 7 kHz 
profiler in TOBI and a hull-mounted TOPAS sub-bottom acoustic profiler. Thirteen ocean-
bottom seismometer deployments were carried out in order to obtain the best possible velocity 
model. OBS data analysis and results are described by Chabert et al. [2011]. Samples of 
sediment were taken using a piston corer, gravity corer and box corer. 
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The expedition revealed a field of more than 250 active plumes of bubbles emanating from the 
seabed in water depths shallower than 400 m, with some of the plumes reaching to within 50 m 
to the sea surface (Figure 1 of [Westbrook et al., 2009]). The evidence for active gas venting in 
an area of probable gas hydrate dissociation (water depths 370–410 m) on the uppermost 
continental slope (Figure 1.3b) is an indication that warming-induced gas hydrate dissociation 
has likely to have contributed to the gas seeps [Westbrook et al., 2009]. 
 
1.2 Scope of the thesis 
 
Although gas hydrate dissociation is a possible cause of the gas seeps in the uppermost 
continental slope, it is not well known how gas migration takes place in the shallow glacimarine 
sediments within a retreating GHSZ. Release of gas from dissociating hydrates from the zone 
over which the GHSZ has retreated or elsewhere, may be controlled by the stratigraphy and 
structure of sediments. Several other possible scenarios could also explain the occurrence of gas 
seeps. For example, seeps could be explained by gas migrating along faults or bedding planes 
close to the seafloor. Moreover, gas released from the dissociation of hydrates or gas rising from 
further below can migrate upslope along the base of the GHSZ because of lower permeability 
within the GHSZ [Crutchley et al., 2010] and might explain gas focusing at the upper limit of 
the GHSZ (Figure 1.2b).  Therefore, identification of the sedimentary units and structures, and 
occurrences of shallow gas, gas hydrates and gas migration routes are required to assess the role 
of lithology and structure behind gas migration and to evaluate the role of gas hydrate 
dissociation in explaining the gas seeps. The primary motivation of this thesis is to analyze high 
resolution 2D reflection seismic data to further improve our understanding of the stratigraphy 
and structure of sedimentary units in the margin and of the fluid accumulation and migration 
system in these shallow glacimarine sediments, including the zone of probable gas hydrate 
instability.  
 
The dynamics of the West Spitsbergen Current and particularly, the mechanisms of mixing by 
mesoscale structure (scale 10s to few 100s km, such as eddies) and internal waves or interaction 
with local shelf water remained sparsely investigated because of scarce observational records in 
Fram Strait and on the West Spitsbergen shelf and upper slope. Moreover, conventional 
conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) based hydrographic attributes (temperature and salinity 
variations with depth) usually lack lateral resolution (recording stations are usually 5–10 km 
apart) and can have considerable uncertainty in resolving the oceanographic structures and their 
spatial continuity. To date, only three high-resolution (horizontal resolution 1–3 km) 
hydrographic surveys (using seasoar CTD) have been conducted in this region [Saloranta and 
Svendsen, 2001]. High-resolution oceanographic observations can help ocean modellers with
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Figure 1.3 Gas hydrate bearing region inferred from occurrence of a BSR (from Vanneste et al. [2005]) and seafloor gas seepage locations (from the cruise JR211) 
offshore west Svalbard. Bathymetric image is from IBCAO (International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean [Jakobsson et al., 2008]). (a) The BSR region is 
located on the upper slope west of the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough and northeast of the Molløy Transform Fault. (b) Gas seepage locations (white circles) on the 
uppermost continental slope in the interfan region between the Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden trough mouth fans (KTMF and ITMF) (location in Figure 1.3a). The 370 
m and 410 m bathymetric contours represent the top of methane hydrate stability limits at 2˚ and 3˚ C bottom-water temperatures respectively and this depth range 
corresponds to methane hydrate retreat area due to Atlantic Water temperature rise by 1˚ C (from 2˚ and 3˚ C) flowing over the upper slope. 
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more efficient parameterization of ocean mesoscale phenomena (such as eddy mixing 
mechanisms that transport heat and salt) in numerical simulations and provide credible 
estimates of future changes on local as well as regional scale.  There have been ongoing 
improvements in the way oceanographic details are observed, for example, seismic 
oceanography is an emerging field which is providing detailed images of oceanographic 
structures (such as fronts or water mass boundaries [Holbrook et al., 2003; Tsuji et al., 2005; 
Nakamura et al., 2006], thermohaline stair-cases [Fer et al., 2010] etc.) on a spatial scale which 
is not commonly observed with hydrographic measurements. The premise of seismic reflection 
imaging is that seismic waves (P-waves) are reflected back from the salient changes in sound 
speed and density, which in turn are influenced by variations in temperature and salinity. 
Therefore, the reflectors of the seismic wave in the water column are well-correlated with the 
discontinuities in salinity and temperature gradients in water. Sallares et al. [2009] estimated 
that on average, 80% of reflectivity comes from temperature and 20% from salinity contrast, 
respectively. A reflection seismic profile can be combined with CTD derived salinity and 
temperature changes to ascertain the variations in sound speed and density structure of the 
water. When the conventional CTD data are combined with seismic reflection images, the 
lateral resolution significantly improves (to a level of few meters). For example, Papenberg et 
al. [2010] imaged the high resolution thermohaline structure of a mesoscale eddy in the Gulf of 
Cadiz based on seismic and CTD data. Such a seismic oceanographic analysis, that can unravel 
fine details of different water masses and their spatial variability, has not been carried out for 
the seas west of Svalbard. Based on high resolution 2D reflection seismic data, I analyze the 
reflections in the water column and discuss the underlying processes that may cause them.  
 
1.3 Objectives of the thesis 
 
(1) To determine the spatio-temporal variation of sediment deposition centres in relation to 
different phases of glaciation based on high resolution 2D seismic reflection data along 
the Svalbard margin. 
(2) To determine the sub-seabed distribution of free gas and delineate fluid migration 
pathways in the glacimarine system at the edge of the GHSZ in the uppermost 
continental slope. 
(3) To evaluate if degassing is caused by gas hydrate dissociation.  
(4) To identify different water masses and the fronts separating them and understand the 
role of the fronts in water mass interaction and mixing based on adjacent seismic lines 
collected over a period of few days.
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1.4 West Svalbard – Geological Setting 
 
The Svalbard archipelago is located northwest of the Barents Sea, ~2000 km north of Norway 
(Figure 1.1). The glaciated shelf to the northwest and north of Svalbard is 50–80 km wide and is 
named as Sjubrebanken and Norskebanken respectively (Figure 1.4). Several troughs dissect the 
glaciated shelf and they are known as cross-shelf troughs (such as Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden 
cross-shelf troughs, Figure 1.3a). The study area is located in the upper continental slope off 
west Svalbard and to the east of the Knipovich Ridge, which is the northernmost segment of the 
North-Atlantic spreading ridge. 
 
The tectonic evolution of west Svalbard continental margin initiated with an early dextral strike-
slip movement along a regional continental shear zone (Spitsbergen Shear Zone or West 
Svalbard Shear Zone) between Greenland and Svalbard during Late Cretaceous and Early 
Eocene [Talwani and Eldholm, 1977; Ritzmann & Jokat, 2003; Ritzmann et al., 2004]. 
Following initial strike-slip movement, the western Svalbard margin entered a transpressive 
regime which resulted in orogenic activity (the Spitsbergen Orogeny) [Harland, 1969] and 
formed the West Spitsbergen Fold and Thrust Belt [Steel et al., 1985]. From Middle Eocene 
until the Early Oligocene, transpression was replaced by transtension across the shear zone. 
Oblique extension in the Spitsbergen Shear Zone caused seafloor spreading to propagate from 
south to north along the Knipovich Ridge [Talwani and Eldholm, 1977; Crane et al., 1991] and 
opened the Fram Strait. The Knipovich Ridge is a tectonically active ultraslow spreading centre 
with a poorly developed magnetic anomaly pattern [Ljones et al., 2004] and ridge obliquity 
varying between 35° and 50° [Okino et al., 2002]. During Pliocene–Pleistocene times the west 
Svalbard margin was repeatedly glaciated and consequently experienced rapid changes in sea-
level, sedimentation and erosion [Landvik et al., 1998, 2005; Mangerud et al., 1998]. 
 
1.4.1 Svalbard glacial history 
The Pliocene–Pleistocene sedimentary record of west Svalbard continental margin primarily 
represents depositional environments related to glacial processes along the margin. The most 
conspicuous feature of the Late Pleistocene glacial sedimentary record [Sejrup et al., 2005] 
along the NW European margin (extending from Ireland to Svalbard) are the prograding 
glacigenic fans (known as trough mouth fans) and their locations are represented by outward 
bulging protrusions in front of the cross-shelf troughs, which were the ice stream drainage 
pathways (Figure 1.5). The marine-terminating ice streams transported glacial debris from 
inland to the ocean and deposited the trough mouth fans. These glacial fans are significantly 
different from large river-fed fans (such as the Amazon Fan), which are primarily composed of 
turbidites and a channel-levee system, whereas the glacial fans are dominated by glacial debris 
flows [Laberg and Vorren, 1996].  The record of trough mouth fans provides vital information 
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Figure 1.4 Figure showing mid oceanic ridge system and magnetic seafloor spreading 
anomalies (adapted from [Engen et al., 2008]). The continent-ocean transition (COT) is based 
on Bouguer gravity anomaly. Hachured areas show uncertainties of the Bouguer anomaly. 
Knipovich Ridge (KR) connects the Molløy transform fault in the north and Mohns Ridge to the 
south. YP-Yermak Plateau, GR-Gakkel Ridge, SFZ-Spitsbergen Fracture Zone, MT-Molløy 
Transform, KR-Knipovich Ridge, MR-Mohns Ridge. 
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Figure 1.5 Maximum ice limit of Pleistocene glaciation and locations of fast flowing ice 
streams (arrowheads indicate the flow direction of the ice streams) (adapted from [Ottesen  
et al., 2005]). 
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regarding the timing and extent of Pleistocene glaciations and positions of paleo-ice streams. 
 
Seismic stratigraphic studies of the Late Cenozoic sedimentary record of the west Svalbard 
margin [Vorren et al., 1988, 1989, 1998; Faleide et al., 1996; and Solheim et al., 1996, 1998] 
reveal a prominent erosional reflector in the continental shelf, the upper regional unconformity 
(URU), which separates the overlying glacial sequence from the pre-glacial units. The first 
glacial advance above the URU in the Norwegian continental shelf is dated at 1.1 Ma [Solheim 
et al., 1996 and references therein]. Based on the similarity of the stratigraphic setting of the 
Norwegian continental shelf to west Svalbard, an age of 1.1 Ma is assumed for the formation of 
URU off west Svalbard. A  chronostratigraphic model for west Svalbard glaciations has been 
proposed by Knies et al. [2009] in which they suggested a three phase ice growth model for the 
Barents Sea and Svalbard ice sheet, based on  borehole data analysis (clay mineral assemblages 
and terrigeneous detritus, such as ice rafted debris). The initial phase comprised short-term 
glacial intensifications and ice growth mostly in the northern Barents Sea covering the 
mountainous regions and extending to the coast in the north. This phase was contemporaneous 
with the Northern Hemisphere Glaciation (3.6 ma to 2.4 Ma), marking a gradual transition to 
colder conditions [Ravelo et al., 2004; Mudelsee and Raymo, 2005]. A transitional growth phase 
of the Barents Sea and Svalbard ice sheet occurred during 2.4–1.0 Ma, when the ice sheet 
developed primarily onshore and glacio-fluvial drainage transported glacial detritus to the shore. 
It was not until Late Pliocene-Early Pleistocene (at ~1.5 Ma, [Butt et al., 2000]) that the ice 
sheets were fully developed in west Svalbard and the Barents Sea and extended to the shelf 
break. Large scale glacial intensification in the Barents Sea at 1.0 Ma was contemporaneous 
with glacial expansions in the circum-Atlantic region [Knies et al., 2009]. Fast-flowing ice 
streams carved out the cross-shelf troughs during or shortly after glaciers expanded to the shelf 
break in west Svalbard. The ice of the Svalbard-Barents Sea-Ice Sheet retreated from this 
margin at approximately 13 ka [Landvik et al., 2005]. 
 
1.4.2 Gas hydrate and BSR province off Svalbard 
The occurrence of large areas with a bottom simulating reflector (BSR) indicates the presence of 
gas hydrates [Eiken and Hinz, 1993; Vanneste et al., 2005] in the continental slope off west 
Svalbard (Figure 1.3a). On a seismic profile, a bottom simulating reflector (BSR) marks the 
base of the gas hydrate stability zone (BGHS) and shows a reversed polarity reflection with 
respect to the seafloor polarity [Shipley et al., 1979]. Gas hydrate occurs in the Vestnesa Ridge 
(water depth 1200 m) which is a NW-SE elongated sediment drift north of the Molløy 
Transform (Figure 1.3a). Gas seeps are commonly found on the Vestnesa Ridge. There the 
seeps are commonly observed in an elongated heavily pockmarked field (1–3 km wide and 
50 km long (Figure 1.6) [Vogt et al., 1994; Petersen et al., 2010].  Seismic chimneys, which are 
represented by vertical areas of reduced amplitude and are indicators of vertical gas migration, 
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Figure 1.6 Pockmarks and BSR in the Vestnesa Ridge. Bathymetric image of the Vestnesa 
Ridge (location in rectangular box in an inset) shows a pockmark field on the crest of the 
Vestnesa Ridge. Several normal faults disrupt the western flank of the ridge. The surface 
expression of the faults is represented by curvilinear sea-floor escarpments.  
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are present in the Vestnesa ridge and they terminate at the pockmarks located in the crest of the 
ridge [Petersen et al., 2010] (Figure 1.7).  Several seafloor curvilinear escarpments (Figure 1.6) 
occur on the western flank of the Vestnesa Ridge. It is generally assumed that the adjacent 
Knipovich Ridge plays an important role in faulting and elevated heatflow in this region. For 
example, Crane et al. [2001] associated the faults on the western flank of the Vestnesa Ridge 
with northward propagation of the Knipovich Ridge as a buried feature. The BSR is seen in 
marine contouritic sediments in the upper continental slope but cannot be seen in the glacigenic 
sediments on the uppermost slope. Although most of the inferred BSR province has been 
identified in front of the Kongsfjorden trough mouth fan and on the Vestnesa Ridge, the interfan 
region between the Kongsfjorden and the Isfjorden trough mouth fans remain poorly 
investigated. Westbrook et al. [2008] estimated hydrate concentration of 6–12% at northwest 
Svalbard based on P- and S-wave velocities derived from OBS. 
 
1.5 Hydrography and ocean current of west Svalbard 
 
The Arctic Ocean receives heat and saline AW through the northward flowing warm Norwegian 
Atlantic Current (NwAC) (Figure 1.1). The current flows poleward in two branches - the 
western branch follows the Mohns Ridge (MR) and Knipovich Ridge (KR), while the eastern 
branch flows north close to the Norwegian and West Spitsbergen shelf, where it is named the 
West Spitsbergen Current (WSC) [Agaard and Greisman, 1975]. These two branches converge 
at a latitude of about 78˚N [Walczowski and Piechura, 2007] off west Spitsbergen. After 
merging, the currents split again into three branches [Quadfasel et al., 1987]. Only a small 
fraction of AW enters in the Arctic Ocean, while the majority recirculates and then flows south 
with the East Greenland Current (EGC) [Perkin and Lewis, 1984; Quadfasel et al., 1987; 
Rudels, 1987; Bourke et al., 1988]. 
 
The physical oceanography of the west Svalbard region is characterized by the warm AW 
(flowing to a maximum depth of 450–500 m) and deeper cold Arctic Intermediate Water. 
Additionally, there exists cold and fresh shelf water (a surface water mass commonly sourced 
from glacial melt water) that occurs in the top 30–50 m of the water column and caps the warm 
AW flowing over the slope [Saloranta and Svendsen, 2001; Cottier et al., 2005]. The warm core 
of the AW (usually above 6˚ C) is mostly located above the shelf break based on CTD data 
collected in mid-summer (September) of the years 1998–2000 [Saloranta and Svendsen, 2001]. 
Their results also found remnants of AW on the shelf, indicating leaking of the warm AW core 
onto the shelf [Saloranta and Svendsen, 2001]. Such a pattern was also reported by [Cottier, 
2005]. Although this type of pattern could be variable spatio-temporally, such local intrusion of 
the AW has considerable implication for local eco-systems and exchange of heat and saline 
water with local water masses, in addition to losing heat by atmospheric exchange. 
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Figure 1.7 Part of seismic profile (JR211-17, location in an inset) shows bright reflections 
below the BSR indicating presence of free gas. A seismic chimney is seen to terminate into a 
pockmark on the seafloor. Two other chimneys can also be seen on either side of the central 
chimney.
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1.6 Introduction to the chapters 
 
Chapter 2: In this chapter I present the seismic data analysis workflows for 2D multichannel 
reflection seismic data collected during cruise JR211. I describe the seismic data processing 
strategies that were adopted to image sub-seafloor geological features and to image reflections 
in the water column. 
 
Chapter 3:  The glaciations west of Svalbard have varied significantly over space and through 
time during the Pliocene–Pleistocene, and these variations have introduced considerable spatial 
and temporal changes in depositional environment. The Late Cenozoic sedimentary architecture 
of the margin is primarily influenced by depositional processes associated with marine-
terminating glaciers and the sedimentary record of the margin provides vital information about 
glacial dynamics. I present the glacial seismic stratigraphy of the western and northwestern 
margin, which improves our existing understanding of the extent and chronology as well as the 
internal dynamics of Pliocene-Pleistocene glaciations in west and northwest Svalbard. A major 
observation from the seismic stratigraphic interpretation of the margin is locating a trough 
mouth fan in northwest Svalbard off Sjubrebanken, which is partly buried under the 
Kongsfjorden trough mouth fan. This fan provides evidence for previous northwestward 
flowing ice stream activity, starting during the early northern hemispheric glaciation that 
predates the deposition of later Kongsfjorden trough mouth fan. The latter is a result of a 
westward flowing ice stream forming at a glacial intensification during Mid-Pleistocene.  In this 
chapter I also describe the seismic facies present and their along and across slope distribution. 
Such detailed seismic stratigraphic analysis from high resolution seismic data has not been done 
in this area before and it serves as a basis for understanding the glacimarine depositional 
environments and glacial history of the margin. 
  
Chapter 4: The gas seepage area on the upper continental slope between the Kongsfjorden and 
Isfjorden trough mouth fans is highly relevant in relation to the possible impact of ocean 
warming on gas hydrate in modern times because it mostly lies within the region over which the 
base of GHSZ is predicted to have retreated as a result of the 1˚ C bottom water temperature rise 
over the past 33 years. In this chapter, I present seismic evidence for gas accumulation, 
migration and the presence of a BSR in the upper slope. Based on models of the hydrate 
stability field and seismic interpretations, I examine the role of gas hydrate dissociation in the 
observed gas seeps. 
 
Chapter 5: In this chapter I present the results of seismic oceanographic data analysis of a 
subset of the 2D multichannel seismic data. It is a preliminary exploration and is used here to 
gain understanding of the ocean structure and ocean mixing. I identify the seismic reflection 
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patterns for different water masses and fronts separating them. A prominent front, represented 
by a band of high reflectivity region, separates the warm core of the AW from the surrounding 
watermasses over the shelf break. Internal waves are also identified in these profiles. Possible 
causes of internal waves are interaction of the WSC with the topography and tide. These early 
results may serve as a reference for a future study dedicated to seismic oceanography in this 
region. The knowledge from such analysis can be incorporated into high-resolution ocean 
models to simulate the ocean mixing and improve our understanding of ocean dynamics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
                    
Chapter 2 
Seismic data processing 
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2.1 Seismic data acquisition 
 
Multichannel seismic (MCS) survey was carried out aboard RRS James Clark Ross during 
cruise JR211 offshore west Svalbard in August and September 2008, covering the upper 
continental slope and distal shelf regions (Figure 2.1). Seismic data acquisition parameters for 
the survey are summarized in Table 2.1 and acquisition geometry is shown in Figure 2.2. The 
streamer was 600 m long with ninety-six 6.25 m hydrophone groups. Two Sercel GI air guns, 
each with a volume of 150 cubic inch (45 cubic inch generator and 105 cubic inch injector), 
were used for the survey and operated in true GI mode at a tow depth of 3 m. A firing interval of 
5 s (approximately 12.5 m) was maintained throughout the survey. Five birds controlled the 
streamer depth (Figure 2.2). The streamer was maintained at a constant depth throughout the 
survey, except for the front part of the streamer which went down to ~5 m (depth variation of 
the birds shown in Figure 2.3). This resulted a low frequency notch at ~125 Hz for channels 15–
60 in the power spectrum (Figures 2.4a and 2.4b) and a receiver ghost in the seabed wavelet 
(channels 15 to 60, Figure 2.4c). The source wavelet was fairly stable throughout most of the 
survey. This was examined by designing autocorrelation windows from the seafloor and also 
from the direct arrival over different shot locations. I describe below data processing strategies 
adopted for imaging the sub-seafloor (section 2.2) and the water column (section 2.3).  
 
2.2 Imaging the sub-seafloor 
 
Two separate workflows were designed for imaging the sub-seafloor geological features and 
fluid flow pathways. A simple processing flow consisting of pre-processing, stacking velocity 
analysis, normal moveout (NMO) correction, stacking and post-stack migration produced good 
images for the purpose of seismic stratigraphic interpretation. The processing was carried out in 
ProMAX. A separate processing flow was adopted for pre-stack depth and time migration of 
several MCS lines from the inter-fan region between the Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden cross-shelf 
troughs (Figure 2.1). Below I describe the processing steps that produced the post-stack 
migrated images followed by a discussion of pre-stack migration. Figure 2.5 illustrates the 
workflow for seismic data processing in time domain. 
 
2.2.1 Pre-processing and post-stack migration 
Marine Geometry assignment: After loading the SEG-D data, geometry information was 
added to each trace by specifying the positions of the airgun source and hydrophones. 
Navigation data was merged to the shots and acquisition geometry was defined with a source 
interval of 12.5 m and receiver spacing of 6.25 m. The common mid point (CMP) binning was 
performed using a CMP spacing of 3.125 m. After setting up the geometry it is loaded into the 
trace headers of the data and the CMP location was calculated for each trace. 
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Figure 2.1 JR211 survey lines and location of ocean-bottom seismometer (OBS) experiment 
sites (N1, N2, N3, S1 and S2) [Chabert et al., 2011]. High-resolution bathymetric datasets of 
the shelf is from Norwegian Hydrographic Survey; bathymetry of the slope is represented by (1) 
multibeam swath-bathymetry from JR211 cruise and (2) multibeam swath-bathymetry from 
University of Tromsø. Regions where high-resolution bathymetric data are not available are 
represented by IBCAO bathymetry [Jakobsson et al., 2008]. 
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                              Table 2.1 MCS data acquisition parameters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 JR211 acquisition geometry layout. Distances are given from reference point for 
GPS navigation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acquisition parameter  
Airgun volume 
Pressure 
Shotpoint interval 
Gun tow depth 
Near offset 
Active Streamer length 
Number of channels 
Group interval 
Streamer depth 
Sampling rate 
Record length 
150 cubic inch 
2000 psi 
12.5 m 
3 m 
55 m 
600 m 
96 
6.25 
3 m 
1 ms 
4 s 
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Figure 2.3 Depth variations of seismic depth controllers (Birds) along seismic line JR211-02. 
Reference tow depth (3 m) is marked by a red line. Birds‟ locations shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.4 Power spectra (average power and F-X power) from a shot gather (shot 8300, Figure 
2.3) display power in each frequency interval. (a) F-X spectra of a shot gather (shown in Figure 
2.4c) from line JR211-02 shows presence of a low frequency notch (~150 Hz) for channels 15 – 
60, so for these channels the streamer dropped to ~5 m depth. (b) Average power shows the 
destructive primary-ghost interference notch at 245 Hz. (c) Flattened shot gather showing 
presence of receiver ghost in the seabed wavelet (channels 15 to 60). 
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Figure 2.5 Seismic data processing flowchart showing pre-processing, pre-stack time migration 
(PreSTM) and post-stack migration. Velocity for PreSTM is obtained from iterative pre-stack 
depth migration (PreSDM). 
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Trace statistics and trace editing: In order to remove noisy traces, I computed trace statistical 
parameters such as average amplitude and spikiness (maximum absolute amplitude of the 
trace/average trace energy) for individual traces in shot gathers. The statistical analysis was 
computed over a window from the direct wave to the end of the recorded traces. The parameters 
were displayed as histogram plots and the anomalous values were interactively selected. The 
selected amplitude ranges were projected into the shot domain to find out the shot gathers that 
contain these high amplitude traces. This helped to scan fewer shots than the entire volume of 
shots. On these selected shots bad traces were identified based on visual inspection of 
anomalous amplitude values and the channel numbers for the bad traces were stored to be 
deleted subsequently. 
 
Bandpass filtering: Filtering was done in the frequency domain in order to improve signal-to-
noise ratio. A bandpass filter was designed based on the power spectra. A gradual transition 
(ramping taper) between "cut" and "pass" frequencies was preferred to avoid the effect of 
oscillatory edge and this was done by forming the filter shape as a trapezoid. I applied a zero 
phase Ormsby bandpass filter in the frequency domain, with low cut and high cut frequency 
values of 20 Hz and 200 Hz respectively and 50–150 Hz as “pass” bands.  
 
Stacking velocity analysis and normal moveout (NMO) correction: Prior to semblance 
analysis, CMP supergathers were formed. I chose supergathers consisting of 5 neighbouring 
CMPs, with a separation of 45 CMPs. A mute was applied to the shallow large offset region to 
remove the NMO stretch effect. Additionally, to suppress the seafloor multiples I picked an 
inner trace mute that removes the horizontal part of the multiple in the NMO corrected CMP 
gathers. 
 
True amplitude recovery: True amplitude recovery compensates for the amplitude decay 
associated with seismic wave propagation from a point source. A geometric spreading 
correction (g(t) = t * v(t)) was applied to the traces in combination with a power-of-time gain 
function (g(t) = t
2
). 
 
CMP stack: The NMO-corrected CMP gathers were stacked. I used a mean stack, which 
simply sums the sample values together and divides them by the number of samples summed 
raised to a supplied power. I used a power of 0.5, which performs a square root scaling in order 
to avoid strong amplitudes on shallow times of the stack. Stacking increases the signal to noise 
ratio considerably. The standard deviation of random noise, supposing it has a normal 
distribution, is reduced by a factor of (nf)
 0.5
, where nf is the actual fold coverage for CMP 
stacking. With an "end-on" arrangement nf = (ng * ∆g)/ (2 * ∆s), where ng is the number of 
recording channels, ng is the receiver-group interval, ∆s is the shot intervals and ∆g is the group 
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interval. For this data, ng is 96, ∆g is 6.25 m, and ∆s is about 12.5 m. This gives maximum fold 
coverage of about 24, so the random noise is expected to be reduced with a factor of about 5 by 
stacking the data. I also produced near offset stacks with 75 m maximum offset and far offset 
stacks with 465–650 m offsets in addition to stacking the full offset range. They were compared 
to study the characteristics of reflections (such as continuity, shallow scattering from gas 
pockets etc.). 
 
Post stack Stolt/ F-K migration: The purpose of post stack Stolt/F-K migration is to collapse 
the diffractions and move the dipping reflectors to their true subsurface position. F-K migration 
was applied with a smoothly varying root mean square velocity field.  
 
2.2.2 Pre-stack migration 
Pre-stack migration was carried out only for seismic lines JR211-01, JR211-02, JR211-03, 
JR211-09 and JR211-10 in the inter-fan region between the Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden cross-
shelf troughs (Figure 2.1). The stratigraphy of the uppermost slope is represented by highly 
heterogeneous glacimarine sediments. At some places it is difficult to see clearly the structure 
and stratigraphy in post-stack migrated images because diffractions were still present. Iterative 
pre-stack migration and velocity analysis (both in depth and time domain) produced better 
images and migration velocity analysis also a better technique to estimate velocities than 
stacking velocity analysis. Prior to pre-stack migration, the shot gathers needed to be populated 
regularly and anomalous amplitudes and multiples needed to be suppressed because they might 
create migration noise, such as smiles. Therefore, additional pre-processing was required, such 
as, intragather interpolation, F-K demultiple and anomalous amplitude attenuation prior to pre-
stack migration. 
  
Intragather interpolation: Shot gathers were spatially interpolated to fill in the missing traces 
which were removed in an earlier step. The primary objective of this step was to create common 
offset sections which are evenly and regularly populated with traces. The interpolation process 
generates a correlation table (correlation here refers to unnormalized semblance) by scanning 
input traces and shifting within a specified dip range (±8 ms per trace) and correlation width of 
4 traces (lateral width in which the process searches for a dominant dip). The best possible shift 
is chosen from the correlation table. Traces adjacent to the null traces are time-shifted to line up 
at with maximum coherency and stacked to obtain the interpolated trace. 
 
F-K demultiple: I applied an F-K demultiple process to suppress the seafloor multiple prior to 
prestack migration. Before F-K filtering, the NMO-corrected CMP gathers were interpolated 
using an F-X domain interpolation to avoid aliasing. This is because F-K filtering is ideally 
suited for unaliased data. The F-X interpolation was carried out using overlapping spatio-
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temporal gates made of 12 input traces and a 400 ms time window, with a prediction filter 
length of 3 ms per trace. The F-X interpolation halved the original trace interval and created 47-
fold data (with offsets 73.8, 86.3, 98.8, 111.3, 123.8…648.8) when the input is 24-fold data 
(with offsets 73.8, 98.8, 123.8,.., 648.8). In order to attenuate the multiple, I performed velocity 
manipulation on the CMP gathers. This is done by choosing a velocity function that is between 
primary and multiple velocities. This ensures that the multiples remain undercorrected, but the 
primaries are overcorrected. In the F-K domain the multiples are suppressed by zeroing the 
quadrant corresponding to the multiple energy at K>0. Filtered results were inverse transformed 
back to T-X domain. Inverse NMO correction using the same intermediate velocity restores the 
gathers with multiples suppressed (Figures 2.6a and 2.6b).  
 
Anomalous amplitude attenuation: Anomalous amplitude noise was mostly seen as noise 
from bird data transmission. The birds transmitted data related to actual depth and fin angle, but 
while doing so interfered with the streamer data transmission and induced additional noise into 
the seismic record. The anomalous amplitude noise appeared along certain length of the trace 
and within a small group of adjacent traces (Figure 2.7a) in CMP gathers. Once the problem 
was detected bird data transmission was delayed by 4.2 sec (record length is 4 sec). Therefore, 
the transmission noise did not affect the entire survey, but only a few lines. 
 
Anomalous amplitude noise from the CMP-ordered pre-stack data was removed by 
transforming the data into the frequency domain and then applying a spatial median filter. A 
spatio-temporal window was designed to follow the anomalous signal event and therefore, 
NMO was applied prior to amplitude attenuation. The spatial and temporal window moves 
across the gather one trace at a time so each trace is at a centre of a median width. The window 
is used to obtain median amplitudes for the trace in the centre of the moving window. For each 
frequency band, a median absolute deviation is computed and the frequency bands with the 
largest median absolute deviation values are attenuated. Median absolute deviations are similar 
to standard deviations except that medians rather than means are used. The filtered gather is 
shown in Figure 2.7b and the difference image between the filtered gather and raw gather 
(Figure 2.7c) shows the noise that was removed. 
 
Iterative Kirchhoff pre-stack depth migration (PreSDM): Kirchhoff pre-stack depth 
migration is required in places where we have lateral velocity variations and this process 
improves continuity and resolution of reflection events and accounts for their proper structural 
positioning. Kirchhoff pre-stack depth migration (PreSDM) is based on summation along 
diffraction curves. An appropriate velocity model is a requirement for PreSDM and velocity 
estimation is an important aspect of PreSDM as it is sensitive to velocity analysis.  
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Figure 2.6 F-K multiple attenuation. (a) Raw CMP gather showing presence of strong seafloor 
multiple at ~1990 ms. (b) The same CMP gather after F-K demultiple processing shows 
multiple energy is attenuated to some extent. 
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The initial migration velocity model is very simple, with a constant velocity of 1470 ms
-1 
(P-
wave velocity in water) and it is updated during subsequent iterations. Each common-offset 
section is migrated independently with the same velocity. The original common offset sections 
are always retained and common image gathers (CIGs) are derived and subsequently used for 
estimating the flatness of events. CIG is a collection of migrated traces for different offset 
ranges at a particular midpoint location. The result of Kirchhoff summation is placed in the 
CIGs directly at its corresponding migrated depth and offset. Correct velocity for PreSDM 
results in flat reflections on the CIG and plot on zero depth error in a semblance panel. Non-
flatness of events in pre-stack migrated CIG and resultant deviation from the zero depth error 
line in a semblance panel requires picking of depth error and inverting the picks for velocity 
changes, which subsequently updates the velocity model. The common image gather (CIG) after 
the first migration shows that depth errors exist; therefore, I picked new semblance values, 
where I found maximum coherence for depth errors (Figure 2.8). This process was guided by 
geological interfaces which are laterally continuous along the seismic lines. On an average five 
iterations of velocity picking and pre-stack migration were performed.  
 
Finally traces were stacked and the summed up traces constituted the migrated traces. PreSDM 
velocity analysis was done on every one hundredth CMP and a smoothing was applied to the 
velocity field after updating the velocity. The output of PreSDM was a final depth migrated 
section and a velocity model. The derived velocity field was smoothened over a 25 m horizontal 
and 40 m vertical grid. The final velocity grid obtained from iterative depth migration was 
converted into root mean square (RMS) and interval velocities in the time domain. 
 
Prestack Kirchhoff time migration: A separate „amplitude preserved‟ pre-stack Kirchhoff 
time migration (PreSTM, Figure 2.5) was executed in Omega (seismic processing software from 
Schlumberger) with the RMS velocity obtained from PreSDM. The PreSTM applied a 
geometrical spreading correction to the data; therefore, I did not apply this correction prior to 
migration. The migrated gathers were examined for flatness of the events. A velocity autopicker 
was applied which corrected for the residual moveout. A residual moveout corridor centred 
around the RMS velocity defines the slower and faster velocity functions and bounding 
velocities (95% and 105% of the input velocity function) are used to reject unreasonable picks. 
A moveout corridor of 20 ms was chosen around the input central velocity function. Usually, 
moveout corridor is varied with two-way travel time, however, for this dataset, I preferred a 
single moveout corridor, given the short offset. Residual moveout is then applied within the 
specified moveout range and the gathers were scanned automatically for optimum stack. The 
migrated and residual moveout corrected traces were stacked to produce the final seismic 
images. Residual moveout analysis also updated the input PreSDM interval velocity model 
(Figure 2.9) and the final interval velocity model was used for interpretation. 
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Figure 2.7 Bird transmission noise in a CMP gather and anomalous amplitude reduction results. 
(a) Noise bursts are present at 0.85–1.2 s TWT and 324–574 m offset ranges. (b) CMP gather 
after the anomalous amplitude values reduced. (c) Difference between original gather and the 
filtered image shows the noise that was removed. 
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Figure 2.8 Iterative pre-stack depth migration (PreSDM) semblance (depth error) plot. Depth 
errors after migration with constant velocity 1470 ms
-1
 (First iteration) and picking depth errors 
at maximum semblance. 
                     
3
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Figure 2.9 From left to right: pre-stack depth migration velocity model (part of profile JR211-03), residual moveout corrected velocity model and the difference 
between them. 
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2.2.3 Estimation of absolute reflection coefficient of seismic events 
I first determined the reflection coefficient (RC) of the seafloor by taking the ratio of the 
primary and multiple amplitude. The reflection coefficient of the sea floor in deep water (1.1 s 
two-way travel time or ~ 800 m) is 0.195±0.02. To obtain the amplitude of the seafloor and first 
multiple I stacked only the near offset traces (offset up to 80 m). The absolute reflection 
coefficient of shallow bright reflections described in chapter 3 was estimated as r = 0.2 * 
(A/Aseafloor) * (tv
2
/tseafloor vseafloor
2
) exp (attenuation parameter), [Warner, 1990; Minshull and 
Singh, 1993], where A is the amplitude of the anomalous event, t is the two-way time of the 
event and v is its root mean square velocity. I ignored the attenuation parameter for determining 
the absolute reflection co-efficient of the shallower events.   
 
2.3 MCS data processing for water column reflections 
 
The direct wave (the wave that travels directly from the source airgun to the receiver without 
reflecting) and its low frequency reverberations mask the weaker hyperbolic reflections in water 
(Figure 2.10a). The direct wave needs to be suppressed in order to accentuate the acoustic 
reflections. The direct arrival is a coherent noise and a strong linear feature in shot gathers while 
the acoustic reflections have hyperbolic shape. I exploited this linear characteristic of the direct 
wave to attenuate it in the shot domain. I applied two separate processing techniques, the 
median filter and the eigen-vector filter, to attenuate the direct wave and associated energy.  
 
2.3.1 Median Filtering 
A linear moveout (LMO) was applied to flatten the direct arrival prior to median filtering the 
traces. The velocity required for LMO was computed from the slope of the direct wave. The 
LMO applied traces were weighted by multiplying each trace by square of absolute offset value 
of that trace in order to scale up the amplitude of the far traces and balance trace amplitude in a 
shot gather. A median filter (width 5 traces) was carried out on the shot gathers. Traces at the 
edges were folded back to fill out the filter (so that, for a 5 trace median filter, the trace 2 and 
trace 3 were folded back around trace 1). The median filter passed the median sample value 
from the array of traces within the defined window and the filtered image, which primarily 
contained the direct wave energy, was subtracted from the input traces. Finally, the LMO 
correction was removed. A median filtered and inverse LMO corrected shot is shown in Figure 
2.10b. The filtered shot gathers were sorted into CMPs and a geometrical spreading correction 
was applied. I applied an Ormsby band-pass filter , truncating the frequency range to between 
10 and 200 Hz, to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, with tapered ends (10/20–150/200 Hz) to 
prevent discontinuities such as oscillatory edge effects.  An NMO correction with constant 
sound speed (1470 ms
-1
) was applied to the CMP gathers and the traces were subsequently 
stacked. Apart from using constant sound speed for NMO, I also used a depth variant sound 
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speed function (Figure 2.10c) (sound speed measurements derived from conductivity-
temperature-depth (CTD) records obtained from the World Ocean Database (2009) were 
averaged and resampled to 100 m depth interval). The difference between these two stacked 
products is marginal.  
 
2.3.2 Eigen vector filtering 
I also applied an eigen vector filter to suppress the direct wave in the shot gathers and this was 
performed separately and the results from eigen filtered image was compared with the one 
obtained from median filtering. I muted the reflections from below the seafloor and applied the 
eigen vector filter in the overlying water column in order to avoid any contamination from the 
seabed during filtering. The eigen vector filter is based on the Kahrunen–Loeve transform (or 
principal component transformation) [Jones and Levy, 1987] and decomposes the seismic traces 
into eigen-images. A seismic section (comprising N traces and M samples per trace) can be 
considered as a data matrix X with elements xij, where each element represents the i
th
 point of 
the j
th
 trace. A principal component transformation decomposes X into a weighted sum of 
orthogonal rank one matrices which are defined as eigen-images (or principal components) of 
X. The first few eigen-images (lower eigen-numbers) mostly contain information that shows 
high trace-to-trace correlation. 
 
The shot record was first flattened using a LMO correction with a constant sound speed 
of 1470 ms
-1
. A covariance matrix window was designed for computing the eigen-images. The 
vertical dimension of the matrix was designed over a time window containing the flattened 
direct wave and its reverberations and the horizontal dimension consisted of 7 traces. The 
resultant eigen images contained the flattened direct arrival energy in the lower eigen numbers 
because these flattened events are highly correlated in the shot gathers. The first 10% of the 
eigen-images (primarily containing the flattened direct wave energy) was selected to subtract 
from the input traces that significantly suppressed the direct wave energy. Finally the LMO 
correction was removed. The resultant shot is shown in Figure 2.10d. The shot gathers were 
processed in the similar way afterwards, as discussed under median filtering section, to produce 
stacked sections. Stacked sections produced from both these separate processes are shown in 
Figure 2.11. The stacked section after eigen vector filter (Figures 2.11a) produced better image 
of reflections in the water column compared that after median filtering (Figure 2.11b). 
 
2.4 Summary 
 
In deeper water (>1500 m) reflections were observed to a depth of 3 s two-way travel time 
which defines the maximum penetration limit for this dataset. As high-resolution imaging of the 
shallow subsurface was the objective, it was important to extend the bandwidth by incorporating  
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Figure 2.10 Shot gather showing direct arrival and reflections in water. (a) 
Unprocessed shot shows that direct wave and reverberations dominate the water 
column. (b) Median filtered shot attenuates the direct wave and underlying weak 
hyperbolic reflections from water column can be seen. (c) CTD derived sound 
speed. (d) Shot gather after eigen vector filter. 
c) d) 
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      Figure 2.11 Stacked profiles after (a) eigen vector filtering and (b) median filtering. 
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high-frequencies as much as possible and towing the streamer shallow. For a source and 
streamer at 3 m depth, the ghost notch was at frequency 245 Hz, but the low-frequency 
amplitudes are much lower than for a source depth of 10–15 m. As low frequencies improve 
penetration into the subsurface, a shallow source was not ideal for imaging deeper geological 
structures.  The maximum offset (650 m) was enough to give adequate differential moveout in 
the shallower depth on the shallow target, but such a short offset was not adequate to attenuate 
multiples. 
  
Previous shot multiples appeared in the water column at depths > 1000 m and occasionally 
much shallower such as 700–800 m (Figures 2.12a and 2.12b). This is primarily because the 
time delay between successive shots was much less than the time required for the multiple 
energy to lose significant amplitude. The amplitude of these multiples was stronger than the 
reflections in the water column. They posed problem for interpreting water column reflections 
in deeper water. For water column imaging, a longer shot interval is required, with perhaps also 
a longer streamer to maintain the fold of coverage. 
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          Figure 2.12 Previous shot multiples in water column. (a) Multiples in stacked profile, (b) Multiples in a shot gather. 
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Switching of a paleo-ice stream in northwest 
Svalbard 
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3.1 Introduction 
 
3.1.1 Motivation and objectives 
Ice streams are the major ice drainage pathways through which an ice sheet can rapidly lose 
large volumes of ice [Bennett, 2003; Alley et al., 2004]. Studying ice streams is essential to 
understanding of ice sheet dynamics, which is in turn controlled by climate change. The west 
Spitsbergen margin is a glaciated continental margin characterized by cross-shelf troughs that 
were shaped by fast flowing ice streams in the troughs and stagnant/slow-moving ice sheets in 
the areas between ice streams [Dowdeswell and Elverhøi, 2002; Ottesen et al., 2005]. Ice 
streams move on a “conveyor belt” of deforming till [Alley et al., 1989] and maintain fast flow 
by basal lubrication that results from thawing at the base caused by frictional heating [Alley et 
al., 2004]. In front of the cross-shelf troughs on the western Svalbard margin, Trough Mouth 
Fans (TMFs), i.e. prograding glacial wedges developed, where ice streams deposited eroded 
sediments [Boulton, 1990; Solheim et al., 1996; Dahlgren et al., 2005]. For example, several 
large (Storfjorden TMF) and small TMFs (Bellsund, Isfjorden and Kongsfjorden TMFs) are 
identified in front of the cross-shelf troughs (Figure 3.1).  The internal geometry, morphology 
and architecture of the TMFs represent a record of the glacial processes that shaped the margin 
[Vorren and Laberg, 1997; Vorren et al., 1998].  
 
Glaciers reached the Svalbard margin several times in the Pliocene-Pleistocene and the present-
day shelf break marks their maximum expansion [Solheim et al., 1996; Svendsen et al., 1999; 
Andreassen et al., 2004]. The Pliocene-Pleistocene seismic stratigraphy of the western and 
northern Svalbard margin was investigated by interpreting reflection seismic sections and data 
from three ODP drill holes (ODP sites 910, 911 and 986, Figure 3.1) that provide information 
on the glacial evolution of the margin. In northwest Svalbard margin, the base of the prograding 
glacial wedge (seismic unit YP3, [Eiken and Hinz, 1993]) was dated to approximately 2.6 Ma at 
ODP 911 on the Yermak Plateau [Shipboard Scientific Party, 1995; Geissler and Jokat, 2004]. 
Geissler and Jokat [2004] also identified two large glacial fans at the mouth of north 
Spitsbergen fjord systems (the Hinlopen Strait (Figure 3.1) and east of Nordaustlandet) and 
assigned the age of the base of these glacial fans to 2.7–2.8 Ma, based on their correlation with 
unit YP3 and results from ODP Site 910 on the Yermak Plateau. However, Butt et al. [2000] 
inferred from ODP Site 986 (located between the Bellsund and Isfjorden TMFs, Figure 3.1) that 
glaciations in western Svalbard did not reach the shelf break prior to 1.6 Ma and fast-flowing 
ice streams probably started after 1.5 Ma [Solheim et al., 1996; Butt et al., 2000]. If these 
interpretations derived from the ODP sites north and west of Svalbard are correct then it would 
mean the Svalbard margin experienced different episodes of glaciations in its northern and 
western regions. One way to test this idea is to investigate in detail the marine sedimentary 
record of the margin for the features related to different episodes of glacial progradation. We 
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Figure 3.1 Overview map with regional IBCAO bathymetry [Jakobsson et al., 2008] west of 
Svalbard and the ridge-transform system. The western Svalbard margin is a glaciated shelf 
dissected by several glacial cross-shelf troughs (ST, BT, IT, KT). The cross-shelf troughs are 
the former ice-stream drainage pathways (thin black lines with arrow heads; [Dowdeswell et al., 
2010]; [Ottesen and Dowdeswell, 2009]). The shelf-break is undulating and marked by delta 
like protrusions. These protrusions are positions of the glacial prograding wedges or Trough 
Mouth Fans (TMFs) and located in front of the cross-shelf troughs. (ST= Storfjorden Trough, 
BT= Bellsund Trough, IT= Isfjorden Trough, KT= Kongsfjorden trough, STMF= Storfjorden 
Trough Mouth Fan, BTMF= Bellsund Trough Mouth Fan, ITMF= Isfjorden Trough Mouth Fan, 
KTMF= Kongsfjorden Trough Mouth Fan). ODP 910 and 911 are located on the Yermak 
Plateau, whereas ODP 986 is located east of Knipovich Ridge and south of ITMF.
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carried out an extensive high-resolution two-dimensional multichannel reflection seismic survey 
of the western and northwestern shelf and slope of Svalbard.  This study is complemented by a 
swath-bathymetric dataset which provides information on glacial landforms on the shelf. Using 
these data, we review the Neogene stratigraphy and glacial evolution of the Svalbard margin. 
 
The objective of this study is to improve our knowledge of the processes that control ice stream 
dynamics, which are of fundamental importance in reconstructing the glacial history. The 
specific objectives are to (1) determine the spatial and temporal variation of sediment deposition 
centers in relation to different phases of glaciation along the Svalbard margin, and to (2) 
improve understanding of the processes that control ice stream evolution. 
 
3.1.2 The western Svalbard margin 
The western Svalbard margin is characterized by a western orogenic belt dissected by fjords 
(e.g. Kongsfjorden and Krossfjorden, Figure 3.2) and a glaciated shelf. Prins Karl Forlandet and 
the west coast of Svalbard constitute the Tertiary western Spitsbergen fold belt with 
compression-dominated folds and thrusts and a strike slip basin (Forlandsundet Graben) within 
the orogenic belt [Ritzmann et al., 2004]. During the Early Eocene the Arctic Gakkel Ridge 
spreading and strike slip movements along the Western Svalbard shear zone initiated the 
separation of Svalbard from northeast Greenland.  The West Svalbard Orogeny, which is 
responsible for the foreland fold and thrust belt, is a compressive and transpressive deformation 
associated with the dextral strike slip displacement between Svalbard and Greenland [Harland 
et al., 1997]. The Fram Strait opened up around Early Miocene as a result of seafloor spreading 
that connected the North Atlantic MOR system (Mohns Ridge-Knipovich Ridge) with the 
Arctic Gakkel Ridge [Ritzmann and Jokat, 2003]. During the Neogene thick glacial wedges or 
TMFs were shed from the western shelf margin at the mouth of the cross-shelf troughs by fast-
flowing ice streams. The TMFs leave their characteristic geomorphologic impressions on the 
slope bathymetry, in the form of delta-like protrusions with slightly outward bulging contours in 
front of the cross-shelf troughs. Vorren and Laberg [1997] and Vorren et al. [1998] identified 
these wedges as stacks of glacial debris lobes. 
 
The present-day physical oceanography off Svalbard includes the warm and saline West 
Spitsbergen Current carrying North Atlantic Water north at the sea surface. This overlies the 
southward flowing Norwegian Sea Deep Water, and further north the Yermak Slope Current on 
the Yermak Plateau [Hansen and Østerhus, 2000; Howe et al., 2008]. These current systems 
were initiated after opening of the Fram Strait. Along-slope contour currents capture particles 
cascading down slope and transport them along the slope before depositing them in sediment 
drifts [Fohrmann et al., 2001]. The present-day Vestnesa Ridge (Figure 3.2) is a typical 
example of a sediment drift, which is composed primarily of contouritic, hemipelagic sediments
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Figure 3.2 Map showing the survey lines (thin white) from 2D reflection seismic survey from 
Cruise JR211 on the shaded-relief bathymetry. The red lines mark the locations of the 
previously published seismic lines. NP 90-303 is from Elverhøi et al. [1995]. SVA 17-87, UB 
18-81 and SVA 9-87 are from Eiken [1994]. Thick white lines mark the illustrated seismic lines. 
Three separate high-resolution bathymetric datasets are used (bathymetry of the shelf is from 
Norwegian Hydrographic Survey; bathymetry of the slope is by represented by two datasets (1) 
multibeam swath-bathymetry from JR211 cruise and (2) multibeam swath-bathymetry from 
University of Tromsø). Regions where high-resolution bathymetric data are not available are 
represented by IBCAO bathymetry [Jakobsson et al., 2008]. The bathymetric imagery shows 
the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough. The inner fjord systems (Kongsfjorden and Krossfjorden) 
merge into the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough. The Prins Karl Forlandet is a forland fold and 
thrust belt, separated from the west coast of Svalbard by the Forlandsundet Graben.
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[Howe et al., 2008]. Apart from contouritic sediments, the stratigraphic record of the Fram 
Strait and the Yermak Plateau also contains scattered deposits of ice rafted debris, which 
became more frequent when glaciers reached the continental margin during the Pliocene-
Pleistocene Northern Hemispheric glacial intensification [Schäfer et al., 2001]. 
  
3.2 Data and methods  
 
Marine geophysical data for this study were collected on cruise JR211 of the RRS James Clark 
Ross (JCR) as a part of the International Polar Year program between 23 August and 24 
September, 2008. 
 
3.2.1 Multibeam bathymetric data 
We used three multibeam datasets to study the sea-floor morphology of the continental shelf 
and the slope: 
 
1. Multibeam bathymetric data covering the shelf (water depths between 50 m and 350 m) 
acquired by the Norwegian Hydrographic Service (NHS). The data were collected in the 
summers of 2003 and 2004 using a Kongsberg Simrad EM1002 swath-bathymetric system 
[Ottesen et al., 2007]. The swath-bathymetric data were gridded with a 2 m horizontal cell size 
(Figures 3.2 and 3.3). 
 
2. Kongsberg Simrad EM 120 multibeam bathymetric data, recorded during the JR211 cruise, 
covering the slope over a depth range of 50 to 3200 m. The system operates at sonar frequency 
of 12 kHz, with 191 beams giving an angular coverage of 150˚.  Data processing with the 
CARAIBES software consisted of cleaning the navigation data and rejecting incoherent values. 
Gridding and imaging were done in ArcGIS with the cell size of 20 m. 
 
3. Swath-bathymetric data acquired by University of Tromsø (R/V Jan Mayen) in 2006 and 
2007 , using a Simrad EM300 multibeam sonar that operates with 135 beams and at a frequency 
of 30 kHz [Hustoft et al., 2009]. The data were gridded with a cell-size of 50 m. The data cover 
the slope west of Kongsfjorden including the Vestnesa ridge. Water depth in the survey varies 
between 300 m and 2000 m. 
 
These three swath-bathymetric datasets were imported into ArcGIS and displayed as illuminated 
shaded relief images. 
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3.2.2 Multichannel seismic reflection data 
Multichannel seismic reflection data were collected mostly on the outer shelf and slope of 
western and northwestern Svalbard (Figure 3.2). The active length of the seismic streamer was 
600 m with ninety-six 6.25 m hydrophone groups. The seismic source consisted of two GI air 
guns each with a volume of 150 cubic inch (45 cubic inch generator and 105 cubic inch injector) 
and operated in true GI mode at a tow depth of 3 m depth. The shot interval was 5 s 
(approximately 12 m). The recording time was 4 s and the sampling rate 1 ms.  
 
Seismic data processing included sorting the data into the common midpoint (CMP) domain 
with a CMP bin spacing of 3.125 m; normal move-out correction; true amplitude recovery; 
bandpass filtering using an Ormsby filter with corner frequencies at 15, 35, 250, and 300 Hz; 
stacking and post-stack Stolt f-k migration using a smoothed velocity field.  
 
Seismic interpretation consisted of identifying the key seismic horizons, analyzing the seismic 
facies and defining the seismic stratigraphic units. Seismic facies analysis was performed by 
defining a set of reflection criteria, which are unique geophysical representations of the 
depositional components in the system. We produced seismic facies distribution maps as well as 
isopach maps of different seismic stratigraphic units to help us in understanding the spatio-
temporal variation of sedimentation. We assigned ages to the seismic reflectors by correlating 
them with the published seismic stratigraphy of the margin and the drilling results of ODP sites 
911 and 986. 
 
3.3 Results and interpretation 
 
3.3.1 Submarine landforms and morphology 
Submarine landforms on the shelf: The Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough is a U-shaped east-
west elongated trough. Two fjords, Krossfjorden and Kongsfjorden, merge into the trough in the 
east (Figure 3.2). The trough is narrow in the east (~10 km), but progressively broadens out 
towards the west (~30 km) (bathymetric images in Figures 3.2 and 3.3). Lineations parallel to 
the long axis of the trough are present on its floor (Figure 3.4A). The lineations are ~9–10 km 
long, ~ 150–225 m wide and ~7–10 m high. 
 
Another northwest-southeast oriented valley/depression diverges from the Kongsfjorden trough 
near the coast (Figure 3.3). It is a narrow (5 km wide) U-shaped valley at the head (Profile 1 in 
Figure 3.3) but gradually widens out (20 km) into a funnel shaped zone (Profile 3 in Figure 3.3). 
The valley shows a northwesterly slope (Profile 4 in Figure 3.3). Over its wider extent in the 
mid-shelf region the valley has a gentle concave/saucer shaped profile (Profile 3 in Figure 3.3) 
with an irregular sea floor topography, which is attributed to presence of numerous ridges on the 
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Figure 3.3 Seafloor bathymetric image of the western and northwestern Svalbard shelf (right) 
and bathymetric profiles (left) along lines 1 to 5 shown in the image. The bathymetric image 
shows two glacial valleys/troughs, the east-west oriented Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough (KT) 
and a northwestern valley/depression (outline marked by white curvilinear lines on the image). 
The Kongsfjorden trough is deeper than the northwestern valley (Profile 1). Kongsfjorden 
trough is U-shaped (Profile 2) and it widens out to the west. In Profile 3 the northwestern valley 
floor shows a gently concave/saucer shape and the valley slopes towards northwest (Profile 4). 
The wider valley floor has a rugged topography, which is attributed to the presence of several 
north-south oriented transverse ridges (Profile 5). Although the northwestern valley shows a 
steep side wall in Profile 2, it lacks a well-defined side wall like that of the Kongsfjorden trough 
in its wider valley floor region (compare Profiles 2 and 3). Several shelf edge parallel ridges are 
also seen south of the Kongsfjorden trough in the bathymetric image.  
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Figure 3.4 Detailed bathymetric images of the shelf (A-D, for location see Figure 3.3) and the 
slope (E, located in an inset in Figure 3.2). (A) The Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough reveals 
presence of trough-parallel lineations which suggest paleo-ice stream flow. (B) The 
northwestern valley shows north northwest-south southeast trending lineations. The lineations 
are streamlined. They generally have an elongation ratio (ER) between 4:1 and 7:1. However, 
the lineations near the head of the northwestern valley (southeast corner and centre of the 
image) have higher elongation ratio (between 10:1 and 14:1) and are draped by transverse 
ridges. (C) The Sjubrebanken shelf region has several north-south oriented transverse ridges 
superimposed on subdued east-west oriented lineations. (D) Several north-south oriented ridges 
are seen occurring in group. (E) Slope-parallel/slightly oblique ridges on the slope. The ridges 
are gently sinuous and their ends fade out within the adjacent seafloor topography. To the north 
of the ridges several linear/curvilinear grooves, identified as iceberg ploughmarks, can be seen.
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valley floor (Profile 5 in Figure 3.3). The valley also shows an abrupt termination on the 
northern wall of the Kongsfjorden trough (bathymetric image in Figure 3.3 and also Figure 4A 
in [Ottesen et al., 2007]) where the valley floor lies at a depth of 150 m and the adjacent 
Kongsfjorden trough, to the south and southwest (Figure 4A in [Ottesen et al., 2007] and Profile 
1, Figure 3.3), is much deeper. We identify two locations in this northwest-trending valley 
where we find the presence of lineations – (1) Lineations occur on the narrow trough floor and 
east-west trending transverse ridges are superposed on them (Figure 3.4B). The lineations are 
confined to a narrow area (~30 km
2
) of the northwestern valley and they progressively fade out 
towards northwest. The elongation ratio (length/width) of these lineations generally varies 
between 4:1 and 7:1. A few, however, have elongation > 10:1 (with a maximum ratio of 14:1) 
and these are located near the head of the northwestern valley (Figure 3.4B). The lineations 
strike approximately 340˚. (2) The wider valley floor region has a very few subdued lineations 
(with an approximately east-west trend, Figure 3.4C). These linear features appear more 
fragmented by superimposition of north-south and northeast-southwest trending transverse 
ridges in the outer shelf. 
 
Several ridges mark the sea-floor topography of the shelf. Large and small shelf-edge parallel 
ridges (average width 500 m and height 25 m from the adjacent sea floor) are present on the 
outer shelf region north of the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough and transverse to the 
northwestern valley (bathymetric images in Figures 3.3 and 3.4C). One large transverse ridge 
can be traced for a distance of 35 km (marked as „Transverse ridge‟ north of the Kongsfjorden 
cross-shelf trough in the bathymetric image, Figure 3.3). Similar ridges are also seen south of 
the Kongsfjorden trough („Ridges‟ in the bathymetric image, Figure 3.3).  
 
A group of linear/curvilinear parallel ridges exist on the Sjubrebanken shelf (Figures 3.4B and 
3.4D). Their appearance is very subtle on the bathymetric image. On the wider northwestern 
valley floor these ridges strike roughly north-south and they are gently convex towards east 
(Figure 3.4D). In some places the ridges are subdued in relief. The spacing between the ridges 
measured perpendicular to the general strike varies. Some ridges occur at regular intervals 
(~100 m spacing) but in other places the spacing becomes very narrow (~60 m). The longer 
ridges can be traced out over a distance of 2 to 3 km. The more prominent ridges have a height 
of ~5 m and a width of ~40 m. The ridges are symmetrical in cross-section. At the head of the 
northwestern valley similar linear ridges strike east-west (Figure 3.4B). These ridges are 
transverse to and superimposed on the lineations present on the valley floor. Here the length of 
ridges is short (between 750 m to 1 km). 
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Submarine landforms on the continental slope: Several slope parallel longitudinal ridges 
exist southwest of the Kongsfjorden trough at water depth between 750 and 2000 m (Figure 
3.4E). The ridges are oriented in a northwest-southeast direction and are gently sinuous. 
Individual ridges can be traced up to 12 km and they die out within the adjacent seafloor 
topography.  
 
Linear and curvilinear V-shaped grooves are seen on the slope particularly on the outer cross-
shelf trough region. These narrow depressions are approximately 20–30 m deep and elongated 
(length ~15 km) parallel to the slope (Figure 3.4E). 
 
Interpretation of the swath-bathymetric data: The U-shape of the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf 
trough as well as the northwestern valley is a typical sign of glacial erosion [Bloom, 2003]. The 
northwestern valley is shallower in comparison to the Kongsfjorden trough. The origin of 
lineations as found in this trough is commonly attributed to soft-sediment deformation at the 
base of fast-flowing ice streams in which case they are aligned parallel to the direction of the ice 
flow [Ottesen et al., 2007 and references therein]. Ottesen et al. [2007] also identified lineations 
in the inner fjord systems (Kongsfjorden and Krossfjorden) converging into the mega-lineations 
of Kongsfjorden, and hence ice flowed along the fjords and into the Kongsfjorden proper, 
leading to a greater volume of ice discharge towards the west. The lineations (Figure 3.4B) 
occurring in the narrow northwestern valley are streamlined and, therefore, indicate ice 
movement in this region. Those lineations with moderate elongation ratio (< 7:1) show a 
relatively steep south-southeasterly dipping stoss side and gentle north-northwesterly dipping 
lee side along their elongation direction (340˚); suggesting the ice flow direction was from 
south-southeast to north-northwest. The small cluster of subdued lineations on the wider valley 
floor probably trend parallel to paleo-ice flow and here the ice flow direction was from east to 
west (Figure 3.4C). The streamlined features are likely to be flow-parallel moraine deposits 
produced during ice advancement and possibly represent drumlins [Bloom, 2003; Clark et al., 
2009]. The streamlined lineations with elongation ratio > 10:1 (Figure 3.4B) are probably the 
result of fast ice flow [Stokes and Clark, 2002]; but as these are only seen near the head of the 
northwestern valley and not widespread over Sjubrebanken, the fast flow might have been 
restricted to a small area. 
 
We interpret the series of shelf-edge parallel, north-south trending, small and large ridges on the 
outer shelf regions north of the Kongsfjorden trough as retreat moraines formed during short-
spanned and major stills-stands respectively during glacier retreat. Similar ridges are also 
present in the shelf south of the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough and west of Prins Karl 
Forlandet. For example, Landvik et al. [2005] and Ottesen et al. [2005] observe the existence of
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a prominent coast-parallel ridge (named as the „Forlandet moraine complex‟). The lateral 
continuity of the ridges suggests a systematic retreat of the ice sheet. 
 
A large number of subtle, parallel, linear/curvilinear ridges seen on the Sjubrebanken shelf 
probably represent De Geer moraines formed during deglaciation because they are much 
smaller in dimension (width and height) compared to the large and small transverse ridges 
described above. Examples of similar moraine features are known from the Barents Sea 
[Solheim et al., 1990] and German Bank [Todd et al., 2007].  These moraines also drape the 
underlying streamlined features at steep angles and hence they formed perpendicular to the 
former ice flow direction. De Geer moraines represent sediment deposits that form close to the 
grounding lines of water-terminating glaciers during brief still-stands or produced by ice push 
during minor re-advancement [Boulton, 1986; Ottesen and Dowdeswell, 2006]. Their pattern 
indicates a stepwise, regular retreat of the glacier grounding line.  
 
The sinuous ridges on the slope south of the Kongsfjorden trough are features related to bottom 
water currents, which flow towards north-northwest. Because of their preferential slope parallel 
orientation, curvi-linear shape, length, and shallow depth we interpret the V-shaped grooves on 
the upper continental slope as iceberg ploughmarks. These structures have also been reported by 
Vanneste et al. [2007]. 
 
3.3.2 Seismic stratigraphic units 
We identify seven seismic reflectors - A1 (youngest) to A7 (oldest), and divide the section into 
four major seismic units I (youngest) to IV (oldest). Unit I is the interval between reflector A4 
at the base and the sea floor at the top. Reflectors A1, A3 and A4 further subdivide Unit I into 
three subunits, i.e. IA (between A1 and the sea floor), IB (between A1 and A3) and IC (between 
A4 and A3).  The base of Unit II is defined by reflector A5 and its top is reflector A4 or at some 
places A3 (when subunit IC is absent). Unit III is the stratigraphic interval between reflector A6 
and A5. Unit IV is bounded by reflector A7 at the base and A6 at the top. The units reveal 
vertical and lateral facies variations. 
 
3.3.3 Seismic facies analysis 
The internal characteristics of the stratigraphic units are determined from their seismic facies, 
which are defined by groups of seismic reflections that have the same characteristics (internal 
reflection patterns, top boundaries, bottom boundaries, overall shape of the units, and amplitude 
strengths) and are distinct from the adjacent groups [Miall, 2010]. The purpose of our facies 
analysis is two-fold – (1) To recognise a set of reflection characteristics as a means to 
understand the depositional environment, and (2) to document the lateral and vertical variations 
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of the facies to understand the changing dynamics of sedimentation both along and across the 
western and northwestern Svalbard margin.  
 
The seismic reflection data in this study can be classified into three distinct seismic facies. The 
classification incorporates internal reflection pattern, relative position in the shelf and slope, 
extent, and external morphology. Table 3.1 outlines the diagnostic properties of the different 
seismic facies. Below I describe the individual facies in detail and their occurrence in the 
stratigraphic units. 
 
Acoustically well-stratified facies: This type of facies represents a well stratified, uniform, 
continuous reflection package and is commonly found in the outer slope regions. Three types of 
external morphological variations exist within this facies – (i) stratified wavy, (ii) stratified 
sheet, (iii) elongated mound. 
 
(i) Stratified wavy facies consists of parallel stratified reflectors with asymmetric waves. This 
facies is predominantly found in Units I and II and in the outer slope south of the Kongsfjorden 
trough (seismic profile JR211-02, Figure 3.5). In the distal slope of this profile, Unit II shows 
wavy reflectors with a gentle down-slope dipping side and a steep up-slope dipping side. They 
generally have a wavelength of 1.5 km and their amplitude varies between 0.035 and 0.05 s 
two-way travel time (TWT). These waves also climb towards the east and hence we describe 
them as stratified climbing waves (Figure 3.5). In the overlying Unit I, the waves have larger 
wavelength (3.75–4 km) and the amplitude is ~0.035 s TWT. A very well-defined wave crest 
can be seen at water depth 1.15 s TWT (~850 m depth) in Figure 3.5. The bathymetric 
expressions of the crests are slope-parallel longitudinal ridges (Figure 3.4E).  
 
 (ii) Stratified sheets are characterized by continuous to semi-transparent parallel aggrading 
reflectors. The base mimics the underlying topography and the overlying reflectors develop 
parallel to the base. In the outer slope, west of Sjubrebanken, the facies shows flat to slightly 
convex reflectors with down-slope divergence and up-slope thinning geometry in the slope-
perpendicular section (in Units II and IV in seismic line JR211-26, Figure 3.6), and broadly 
concave geometry in the slope-parallel section (in Units II and IV in seismic profile JR211-
32, Figure 3.7).  
 
(iii) The elongated mound facies is characterized by parallel stratified reflectors with an upslope 
progradation pattern in a slope-perpendicular section. An elongated mound is seen in seismic 
line JR211-26 (Figure 3.6) north of Kongsfjorden TMF region and west of Sjubrebanken. The 
mound is asymmetric and elongated along the section. Here the facies is buried under a set of 
stratified reflectors in the section underlying reflector A7.
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Table 3.1 Seismic facies classification scheme 
Seismic 
facies 
Specific types 
Internal 
reflection 
pattern 
Top Bottom Shape Stacking pattern 
Examples 
(locations) 
 Stratified wavy 
Stratified, semi-
transparent, 
continuous 
Smooth 
continuous 
wavy 
Smooth 
continuous, 
flat to wavy 
Undulating 
Climbing waves (upslope 
migration) and also 
vertical aggradation 
Figure 3.5 (outer 
slope) 
Acoustically 
well-
stratified 
Sheet 
Parallel, 
stratified, semi-
transparent, rarely 
chaotic  
High 
amplitude 
continuous  
High 
amplitude 
continuous  
Sheet  Aggrading 
Figure 3.6 (within 
Units II and IV) 
  
Elongated 
mound 
Parallel, stratified 
Smooth 
continuous 
continuous, 
frequently 
onlapping to 
base 
Mound  Aggrading 
Figure 3.6 (inner 
slope, buried under 
reflector A7) 
  Lens  
Internally chaotic, 
enveloped by 
high amplitude 
reflectors 
High 
amplitude 
convex  
Irregular, 
high 
amplitude  
Mounded and 
Lenticular 
Aggrading in slope-
parallel section, extensive 
progradation in slope-
perpendicular section 
Figure 3.7 (within 
Units I and III), 
Figure 3.8 (Unit I) 
Chaotic 
Interlayered 
with oblique 
reflectors 
Oblique reflectors 
bounding chaotic 
and transparent 
reflectors 
Irregular, 
high 
amplitude 
High 
amplitude 
 
Progradational in slope-
perpendicular section 
Figure 3.5 (outer 
shelf and shelf break) 
  Wedge 
Chaotic, 
transparent 
Erosional Fuzzy 
Wedge, tapers 
downslope 
Not obvious 
Figures 3.5 and 3.9 
(inner shelf) 
Transitional Inter-fan 
Chaotic units 
interstratified 
with contorted 
high amplitude 
reflector 
Irregular, 
high 
amplitude 
Irregular, 
(upper slope) 
to continuous 
(mid-slope) 
Wedge-shaped Aggrading 
Figure 3.5 (inner and 
mid-slope, within 
post-A5 strata) 
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Figure 3.5 Slope-perpendicular seismic profile along JR211-02. Numbered boxes indicate key reflectors. A chaotic wedge facies is seen above reflector A6 in the 
inner shelf which is overlain by oblique prograding reflectors in the outer shelf. In the inner and mid-slope the transitional inter-fan facies represents chaotic, 
contorted, semi-continuous reflectors. In the outer slope the reflectors are mostly well-stratified and wavy. Within the well-stratified facies, a sediment wave crest at 
water depth 1.15 s TWT is separated from the adjacent slope by a small depression (interpreted as moat channel). In distal slope the wavy sediment reflectors 
overlying reflector A4 have larger wavelength compared to the wavelength of the climbing sediment waves in the underlying unit. 
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Figure 3.6 Slope perpendicular seismic line west of Sjubrebanken (JR211-26). The reflectors underlying A7 show wavy character and probably represent a buried 
elongated mound plastered on the paleo-slope. Unit III represents a progradational wedge at the shelf break and the upper slope with well-defined oblique-sigmoid 
clinoforms, which downlap onto A6. In the distal slope the progradational wedge thins out within the stratified deposits and parallel stratified reflectors within Unit 
II progressively lap onto A5. The stratified sheet reflector packages in Unit IV and II are identified as contourites.  
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Figure 3.7 Slope parallel seismic profile (JR211-32) showing the three seismic units (Unit I, II and III) and different facies. Reflector A6 marks a vertical facies 
transition from stratified facies to overlying chaotic hummocky/lens-shaped facies north of the Kongsfjorden TMF region. In the Kongsfjorden TMF region, 
reflector A3 marks another similar vertical facies transition from underlying parallel stratified reflectors of Unit II to overlying chaotic lens-shaped facies of Unit I. 
In this section Unit I and Unit III represent two distinct glacial fans. Unit I and Unit III are separated by the stratified reflection package of Unit II.  
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Acoustically chaotic facies: The chaotic seismic facies is a reflection package dominated by 
poorly stratified, occasionally contorted, discontinuous, semi-transparent to opaque reflectors. 
There are three different morphological variants of this facies: (i) chaotic lens-shaped facies, (ii) 
chaotic facies interlayered with oblique dipping reflectors, (iii) chaotic wedge facies. 
 
(i) Chaotic lens-shaped units are noticeable in Unit III west of Sjubrebanken (Figure 3.7) and 
Unit I in the Kongsfjorden TMF region (Figures 3.7 and 3.8).  
 
In Unit III, a hummocky reflector package (width ~5 km) rests on the concave reflector A6 and 
is progressively overlain by chaotic lenses which broaden out (width ~15–20 km) with laterally 
overlapping geometry (line JR211-32, Figure 3.7). West of Sjubrebanken, the high amplitude 
continuous reflectors reveal clinoform geometry in the slope-perpendicular section (line JR211-
26, Figure 3.6), i.e. sub-horizontal topsets in the shelf, oblique foresets in the slope and sigmoid 
bottomsets, which downlap onto reflector A6. The clinoforms extend over a distance of ~35 to 
40 km from the shelf-break to the slope. Thus the chaotic lens-shaped facies is stacked up in a 
slope-ward prograding pattern west of Sjubrebanken. 
 
Chaotic lens facies also constitutes the wedge shaped Unit I in the Kongsfjorden TMF region 
(Figures 3.7 and 3.8). In line JR211-12 (Figure 3.8) reflectors in subunit IC downlap onto A4 
and the overlying lenses pinch out against the stratified reflectors further south. In the dip line 
(JR211-11, Figure 3.9) west of Kongsfjorden, Unit I is represented by an aggradational slope 
fan complex (subunit IB) and a progradational wedge (subunit IA). Within subunit IB the 
reflectors show onlap onto A3 in the shelf and downlap in the slope. The progradational wedge 
in subunit IA is separated from the underlying subunit IB by an erosional reflector A1 in the 
outer shelf. In subunit IA the clinoforms/prograding reflectors extend from the shelf break to the 
deeper slope.  
 
(ii) The chaotic facies is also interlayered with oblique westerly dipping slope-ward prograding 
reflectors within the zone of moderate progradation located at the outer shelf in Figure 3.5 and 
in the inner shelf region in Figure 3.9. The internal stacking pattern within the zone of moderate 
progradation can be distinguished from the stacking arrangement of prograding clinoforms 
within extensive progradation. For example, westerly dipping clinoforms in Unit I showing 
extensive progradation in the Kongsfjorden TMF region (Figure 3.9) extend towards the basin 
in a downslope thinning fashion, whereas in Unit II, westerly dipping shorter prograding 
reflectors in the inner shelf region (located within the rectangular box, Figure 3.9) progressively 
grade into well-stratified reflectors of Unit II in deeper basin. The width of the zone of moderate 
progradation is narrow, i.e. ~7 km across the margin in east-west direction (Figure 3.5) and  
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Figure 3.8 Slope-parallel section along JR211-12 in the Kongsfjorden TMF region showing the 
internal architecture of the Kongsfjorden TMF. The lensoid chaotic facies is the basic building 
block of the KTMF (Unit I). Individual lenses pinch out against the stratified reflectors in the 
south. Subunit IC represents the earliest formed lensoid package and the base of this subunit, 
therefore, marks the onset of Kongsfjorden fan building episode.  
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Figure 3.9 Slope perpendicular seismic line (JR211-11) shows extensive shelf progradation in Unit I in the Kongsfjorden region resulting from ice stream activity. 
Unit I is divided into three subunits in this section – IA, IB and IC. Reflectors in subunit IB lap onto reflector A3 in the shelf and downlap onto it in the slope. IB 
represents an aggradational slope-fan complex. Reflector A2 is truncated at the top by reflector A1 in the shelf.  IA has a few high amplitude oblique-sigmoid 
clinoforms showing extensive progradation. In the inner shelf region, A6 is overlain by chaotic wedge facies and a zone of moderate progradation with westerly 
dipping oblique reflectors (within a white rectangular box). In the slope, the oblique dipping reflectors progressively grade into well stratified reflectors of Unit II. 
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~5km in northeast-southwest direction (Figure 3.9) and thus contrasts with the width of the zone 
of extensive progradation (~25 km across the margin in east-west direction in Figure 3.9).  
 
(iii) The chaotic wedge facies appears to have a wedge shape, which thins out towards the slope 
into the stratified reflectors and thickens towards the shelf (e.g. chaotic wedge facies above 
reflector A6 in the inner shelf region, in Figure 3.9). The facies is also seen in the mid-shelf 
region south of the Kongsfjorden region (Figure 3.5). 
  
Transitional inter-fan facies  
The facies is represented by contorted, moderately stratified, and intermittently chaotic 
reflectors. This facies is primarily located within the inter-fan region, south of the Kongsfjorden 
TMF and north of Isfjorden TMF. Occasional bright and discontinuous reflectors can also be 
seen in this facies. An example of this facies is shown by the slope-perpendicular seismic lines 
JR211-02 (Figure 3.5). The facies is seen in Unit I and Unit II and laterally juxtaposed between 
westerly dipping oblique progradational reflectors on the inner shelf and acoustically stratified 
facies on the distal slope. Because of this intermediate position, we prefer to describe it as 
„transitional‟.  
 
3.3.4 Facies distribution and isopach maps of the units 
The different seismic facies occur juxtaposed in the three seismic units, i.e., Unit I, Unit II and 
Unit III and their distribution is shown in the seismic facies maps (Figure 3.10). Isopach maps 
for the three seismic units reveal the changes in sediment thickness along and across the margin 
(Figure 3.11). 
 
The areas of very high sediment thickness in Units I and III are found in the shape of fans at the 
mouth of the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough and west of Sjubrebanken respectively (Figure 
3.11). These two areas are the locations of extensive progradation. The two progradational fans 
in Units I and III are stratigraphically separated by the well-stratified reflector package of Unit 
II.  
 
There are two different styles of margin progradation. While extensive progradation in Unit I is 
focused at the Kongsfjorden TMF region, the adjacent shelf break in the south reveals moderate 
progradation. Unlike the fan shape in the extensive progradational wedge in Unit I, the oblique 
prograding facies in Unit I is located along a narrow, margin parallel belt (Figure 3.10).  
 
Facies variation across the margin is common in Unit I and Unit II and a typical example is seen 
in the inter-fan region south of the Kongsfjorden TMF and north of Isfjorden TMF (Figure 
3.10). From the shelf break to the slope, three different types of facies assemblages are seen, i.e. 
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Figure 3.10 Facies distribution in stratigraphic Units I, II and III showing the spatial juxtaposition of different seismic facies. The dotted lines with numbers 
represent the depth contours below MSL. Locations of seismic lines are shown by grey lines. West of Sjubrebanken, Unit III shows extensive progradation and 
chaotic facies package deposited in an arc shaped body suggesting a glacial fan development. A similar fan shaped progradational unit is seen in Unit I, west of 
Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough. The different styles of stratified facies are products of contour current on the slope. 
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Figure 3.11 Isopach map shows the variation in sediment thickness (seconds TWT) in stratigraphic units I, II and III. The black dotted lines with numbers are 
contours representing depth below MSL. Comparison of Figure 3.10 and this figure demonstrates that the thickest sediments in Unit I and Unit III are deposited 
within the areas showing extensive progradation. 
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westerly dipping prograding reflectors in the outer shelf/shelf-break gradually transit into 
transitional inter-trough facies in the mid-slope and subsequently into acoustically stratified 
facies with sediment waves in the deeper slope.  
 
3.3.5 Depositional environments based on seismic facies analysis 
Contourites: Acoustically well-stratified, continuous reflectors represent deposition under low 
energy environment (e.g. pelagic/hemipelagic sedimentation). The stratified facies can be 
broadly categorized as contouritic deposits, which are predominantly influenced by along-slope 
bottom currents [Dowdeswell et al., 2002; Berg et al., 2005; Bryn et al., 2005; Laberg et al., 
2005]). The contouritic deposits described here have similar internal seismic characteristics, 
external morphology and pattern of deposition as examples of contourites from earlier studies 
by Eiken and Hinz [1993] in the Vestnesa Ridge and Yermak Plateau areas and elsewhere in the 
northern Norwegian sea [e.g. Laberg et al., 2001].  
 
Using the contourite morphological terminology of Faugères et al. [1999] and Rebesco and 
Stow [2001], we interpret the stratified sheet, elongated mound and climbing wave facies as 
slope-plastered drifts, elongated drift mounds, and climbing sediment waves respectively. The 
climbing waves migrate upslope and upstream to the east of the northward flowing West 
Spitsbergen Current. This style of sediment wave migration is common in the northern 
hemisphere [Masson et al., 2002; Wynn and Stow, 2002]. 
 
The extent of contouritic deposits varies both vertically and laterally. For example, west of 
Sjubrebanken, reflector A6 marks a transition from the stratified drift deposits to an overlying 
prograding succession (Figure 3.6). The contourites continue to develop on the deeper slope 
while glacial progradation takes place on the upper slope. As the outbuilding of the shelf due to 
glacial progradation ceases, the contouritic deposits prograde upslope. For example, stratified 
sheet deposits of Unit II drape over Unit III (Figure 3.6). 
 
Glacial progradation: Along the margin, we identify sediment deposition centres within Unit I 
(west of the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough) and Unit III (west of Sjubrebanken) that protrude 
from the margin. They have similar internal seismic character, stacking arrangement and 
external morphology. The progradational wedge in Unit I west of Kongsfjorden cross-shelf 
trough represents the Kongsfjorden TMF.  However, the progradational wedge in Unit III is 
located north of the Kongsfjorden trough and is not associated with this trough. In the following 
section it is called the „Sjubrebanken Fan‟. The basic seismic facies within both these extensive 
progradational wedges is the lens-shaped unit. The transparent, incoherent character and general 
absence of internal stratification in the lensoid units can be attributed to acoustic scattering by 
chaotic bedding. The high amplitude boundaries of the lensoid units arise from lithological 
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transition from debris flow deposit to more continuous and conformable drape of hemipelagic 
sediments at the top and base of the unit [Vorren et al., 1990; Laberg and Vorren, 1996].   
 
The sediment deposition pattern in the two fans is similar. Laberg and Vorren [1995] showed 
that fast flowing ice streams supply a large amount of debris that forms a till delta at the shelf 
break. The till forms beneath the ice and is subsequently carried downslope as debris flows due 
to slope failure related to over-steepening or pore pressure increase related to slope loading. The 
initial flows nest over topographic lows (e.g. mounded chaotic facies resting on reflector A6, 
Figure 3.7). The later flows coalesce with the adjacent ones and broaden laterally.  
 Stratigraphically, the two glacial fans are distinct and disjointed glacigenic successions 
separated by the intervening well-stratified inter-glacial package of Unit II. The Sjubrebanken 
Fan shows distinct topsets, foresets and bottomsets within the progradational wedge (Figure 
3.6). The Kongsfjorden TMF represents an initial aggradation (in subunit IB) followed by an 
extensive progradation (subunit IA, Figure 3.9). Between A3 and A1, the fan aggraded to the 
base of the glacier probably at the quasi-stable grounding line position. Post-A1 extensive shelf 
progradation is mainly due to influx of glacigenic materials as the ice front advanced. A suitable 
analogue for the lithology of the fan deposits may be the Bear Island TMF which consists of 
glacial diamicton and poorly sorted sandy mud with gravel (1%–10%) and an average water 
content between 24% and 34% [Laberg and Vorren, 2000]. 
 
The moderate progradation zone of Unit I, which is located along a margin parallel belt south of 
Kongsfjorden, owes its existence to a slow-moving ice sheet terminus close to the outer shelf 
region. Here the ice front progressively expanded towards the margin and added width to the 
shelf. 
 
Inter-fan regime: The continental slope area between the Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden TMFs is 
a wedge-shaped zone characterized by the transitional inter-fan facies. Thick sediments 
accumulated on the distal slope where climbing wave deposits are preserved in Unit II. Unit II 
in the inter-fan area probably represents glacio-fluvially transported materials in the inner shelf 
(from a glacier further inland) and hemipelagic sediments in distal slope. In Unit I, the inter-fan 
region builds up with the downslope dispersal of debris brought to the shelf break by a slow-
moving ice sheet. Because it is slow-moving, the amount of deposited material is much less 
than in the fan areas. The sedimentary succession is more chaotic on the inner slope, and 
stratification increases distally. The chaotic glacial sediments form as a result of subglacial 
debris release and hemipelagic glacimarine sediments are probably linked to suspension fall-out 
from the melt water plume [Vorren et al., 1990].  
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3.4 Discussion 
 
3.4.1 Stratigraphic model  
We correlate the seismic stratigraphy of our study area to existing stratigraphic models of the 
western and northern Svalbard margins (Figure 3.12). The chronostratgraphic framework of the 
Svalbard margin relies on the results from ODP sites 986 and 911 in the western Svalbard 
margin and the Yermak Plateau, respectively. Although our seismic lines do not extend to these 
sites, we can correlate them to published stratigraphic models that are based on the records from 
these sites.  
 
In the northwest Svalbard margin, reflector A6 marks an important transition from underlying 
parallel stratified (contouritic) hemipelagic sedimentation to overlying extensive glacial 
progradation. We correlate this reflector to the YP2/YP3 reflector of Eiken and Hinz [1993]. 
The correlation is confirmed at the line crossings JR211-26 and JR211-32 with the Eiken & 
Hinz [1993] lines UB18-81 and SVA 17-87 (their Figure 3.10). At ODP Site 911, the base of 
the seismic unit YP3 is assigned an age range ~2.8–2.6 Ma by various workers [Shipboard 
Scientific Party, 1995; Geissler and Jokat, 2004; Knies et al., 2009]. We observe a mismatch 
between A6 (in our lines JR211-21 and JR211-22, Figure 3.2) and the YP2/YP3 boundary in 
Eiken and Hinz [1993] line SVA 9-87, which runs north of line JR211-21 and west of JR211-22 
(Figure 3.2). YP2/YP3 is found to be ~50 ms (TWT) deeper than reflector A6 where JR211-22 
is closest (~5 km) to SVA 9-87. As we have continuous seismic coverage in the north we 
suggest that there is a mistie in the stratigraphic model of Eiken and Hinz [1993] in this area, 
which would partly explain the discrepancies in age already noted by Geissler and Jokat [2004] 
and Knies et al. [2009]. Because of the reflector mismatch, the age of the initiation of the 
Sjubrebanken Fan of 2.8 Ma must be considered a maximum.  
 
The Pliocene-Pleistocene stratigraphy of the western Barents Sea margin is characterized by 
seven regional seismic reflectors R1–R7 [Knies et al., 2009]. Reflector R7 was assigned an age 
of 2.3–2.5 Ma [Knies et al., 2009 and the references therein] and reflector R5 (~355 mbsf) is 
dated at 1.4–1.5 Ma at ODP 986 [Forsberg et al., 1999].  Prior to R7, hemipelagic 
sedimentation persisted. Based on the lithology at ODP site 986 and seismic correlation, a 
glacio-fluvial drainage system was responsible for the debris flows seen within the R7–R6 
interval (at ODP site 986) and glaciers did not reach the shelf break in the west of Svalbard at 
this time [Butt et al., 2000]. It was only after ~1.5 Ma (post R5) that glaciers in western 
Svalbard advanced to the present-day shelf break and fast flowing ice streams became active 
[Butt et al., 2000]. At ODP Site 986 there is a decrease in thickness of glacial debris flow layers 
in the seismic unit overlying R5, but a post-R5 northward shift in deposition centre for the lens-
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Figure 3.12 Stratigraphic correlation of the seismic horizons of the present study to the regional seismic stratigraphy as well as records from the ODP sites 911 and 
986.  
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shaped glacial debris units is observed in the Isfjorden and Bellsund fan regions [Solheim et al., 
1996]. 
 
Although the stratigraphy of the western Svalbard slope is fairly well represented by the seven 
(R1–R7) reflectors, the stratigraphy of the shelf is complex and is marked by several erosional 
reflectors/unconformities. In fact, it is a problem to correlate the slope reflectors (R1–R7) to the 
reflectors on the shelf [Solheim et al., 1996]. On the shelf, the Upper Regional Unconformity 
(URU) is an erosional surface separating the underlying pre-glacial sediments from the 
overlying post-glacial sediments. Reflectors A3 and A4 in our seismic lines south of 
Kongsfjorden TMF and north of Isfjorden TMF match closely with slope reflector R3 and the 
URU [Elverhøi et al., 1995] respectively in seismic line NP 90-303  (see Figure 3.2 for the 
location of NP 90-303).  The match is based on comparing the TWT difference between 
R3/URU and sea-floor in NP 90-303 and the TWT difference between A3/A4 and sea floor in 
our study, where the lines intersect (they match within an error ± 0.025 s TWT). R3 (~126 m 
depth below sea floor, at ODP Site 986) is dated at 0.78 Ma [Forsberg et al., 1999; Butt et al., 
2000] and hence we assign an age of ~0.78 Ma to A3. Andersen et al. [1994] marked the URU 
of Elverhøi et al. [1995] in seismic line NP 90-303 as R4. However, Solheim et al. [1996] 
argued that the URU correlates with R5 in Isfjorden TMF. Reflector R4 was assigned an age of 
~0.99 Ma, which is close to the Top Jaramillo Subchron at ODP 986 [Butt et al., 2000]. Based 
on these various interpretations we bracket the age of the URU between R5 and R4 in the inter-
fan region between Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden TMFs. Thus the age of A4 could be anywhere 
from 1.5 to 0.99 Ma.  
 
In the Kongsfjorden TMF region, the lensoid units of glacial debris origin downlap onto 
reflector A4 in the strike line JR211-12 (Figure 3.8). Thus, the Kongsfjorden TMF initiated 
after A4. Based on stratigraphic correlation, the Kongsfjorden TMF started to build up 
somewhere between 1.5 Ma and 0.99 Ma. We cannot date reflectors A1 and A2 in the 
Kongsfjorden TMF, but they must have been formed during the full-scale glaciations post-A4.  
 
Based on the age correlation with the regional seismic reflectors, we propose a chronology of 
the glacial events for the northwestern and western Svalbard margin. We note that the 
northwestern and western Svalbard margins have different extent of glacial advancements 
during different times. 
 
Glaciers reached the northwest Svalbard shelf break at ~2.8–2.6 Ma based on the age of A6 and 
the Sjubrebanken Fan developed in the northwestern margin as a consequence of ice stream 
activity. On the northern Svalbard margin, Geissler and Jokat [2004] identified a broad 
similarity between the seismic unit YP3 to the units KV-3 (east of Nordaustlandet) and upper 
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NoB2 (in Hinlopen Strait), located adjacent to the glacial cross-shelf troughs and suggested that 
these units represent glacial progradational wedges resulting from ice stream activity that 
originated on northern Svalbard. The progradational wedges in the northern and northwestern 
Svalbard are a consequence of this northern Svalbard glaciation and ice stream activities, which 
started around 2.8–2.6 Ma. This was in response to Late Pliocene Northern Hemispheric glacial 
intensification [Solheim et al., 1998; Knies et al., 2009].  
 
During Sjubrebanken Fan development, glaciers did not reach the present-day shelf break in 
western Svalbard. Instead they were more restricted to the inner-shelf of the Kongsfjorden 
region and further south. Here we find a chaotic wedge facies in Unit III in the inner shelf, 
which is overlain by oblique prograding reflectors (Figure 3.9). The depositional environment in 
Kongsfjorden was probably glacio-fluvial during ~2.6–1.5 Ma, when the glacier was further 
inland and sediments (glacial debris) were carried mostly by river (similar interpretations were 
made by Elverhøi et al., [1995] and Butt et al. [2000]). 
 
A new glacial fan started to develop somewhere between 1.5 Ma and 0.99 Ma in the 
Kongsfjorden region and continued till the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), which was followed 
by ice retreat from around 20,500 ± 500 cal years [Jessen et al., 2010]. The voluminous 
sediment deposition in front of the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough points to the development 
of a fast moving ice stream in this region, while the shelf area north of Kongsfjorden became 
sediment starved and in the south it was affected by a slow-moving ice sheet. 
  
3.4.2 Positions of the ice streams 
The occurrence of diamicton lenses within the fan-shaped prograding wedges indicates two 
separate glacial fans in the slope west of Sjubrebanken and seaward of the Kongsfjorden cross-
shelf trough. Based on the 2D seismic lines, the Sjubrebanken Fan has a similar volume (~5.4 x 
10
11
 m
3
) to the Kongsfjorden TMF (~4.5 x 10
11
 m
3
). Our volume estimates assume an interval 
velocity of 1.75 km/s for depth conversion, which may vary by ± 15% with corresponding 
errors in total volume. 
 
Based on our stratigraphic model, the Sjubrebanken Fan is older than the Kongsfjorden TMF. 
An older northwestern trough in the Sjubrebanken region must have served as a pathway for the 
ice stream that transported the material for the Sjubrebanken Fan. However, the present-day 
profile of the northwestern shelf in Sjubrebanken reveals a shallow, wide and saucer shaped 
depression. In contrast, Kongsfjorden trough is deep and is distinctively U-shaped. The 
lineations in the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough indicate fast ice flow through it and they are 
most likely preserved because of a rapid ice-sheet retreat as a result of sea level rise and 
subsequent flotation of the ice [Ottesen et al., 2007; Dowdeswell et al., 2008]. Given the similar 
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fan volumes, however, it is likely that old northwestern trough in the Sjubrebanken region was 
originally as deeply incised as the Kongsfjorden trough. If this is the case, then it has been filled 
subsequently. Support for this infilling can be seen in the seismic line SVA17-87 [Eiken, 1994], 
which traverses the head of the present-day northwestern trough (Figure3.2). The line shows a 
buried ~5 km-wide incision at a depth of 0.35–0.45 s, TWT (Figure 3.13A). The characteristic 
geomorphologic signatures of a fast-flowing ice stream are no longer visible in the present-day 
northwestern valley, although there are some streamlined features that are confined to the head 
of the northwestern shelf depression (Figure 3.4B). We propose that these lineations originate 
from episodic flow, rather than a sustained fast-flowing ice stream. These features are unlikely 
to be the result of the main phase of ice stream movement in the northwestern trough, but rather 
the result of ice movements during later glaciations. During deglaciation, transverse retreat 
moraines developed perpendicular/transverse to the ice-flow directions suggested by the 
streamlined features in the wider valley floor region (Figure 3.4C). 
 
The location of the old northwestern ice stream was probably controlled by ice shield dynamics 
and structural weakness zones. The Forlandsundet Graben is a prominent structure in the central 
part of the Kongsfjorden ice stream, located between the western coast of Svalbard and the 
Prins Karl Forlandet barrier (Figure 3.2). This structure extends across the Kongsfjorden cross-
shelf trough and further north (see Figures 1a and 12 in Ritzmann et al. [2004]). It is likely that 
the northern extent of the Forlandsundet Graben controlled the initial northwesterly direction of 
the ice stream and the Prins Karl Forlandet barrier flanked the ice stream to the west. Later, the 
Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough became an active route for the ice stream when it started to 
develop after ~1.5 Ma. The morphological features (e.g. trough shape, presence of streamlined 
lineations) of the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough strongly point to fast-flowing ice stream 
activity during the subsequent glaciations, i.e. those since 1.5 Ma or slightly later since ~1.0 Ma. 
  
3.4.3 Ice stream switching 
Bathymetric data and sparse seismic data on the shelf indicate that the northwestern ice stream 
maintained a northwesterly direction before widening in the Sjubrebanken region. This ice 
stream initiated in response to intensification of the Northern Hemispheric glaciation at ~2.8–
2.6 Ma [Knies et al., 2009]. On a global scale, there was less ice during glacials and shorter and 
less pronounced inter-glacials between 2.8 Ma and 1.0 Ma compared to post 1.0 Ma [Mangerud 
et al., 1996]. A global climate transition took place at ~1 Ma, resulting in an increase in mean 
ice volume and beginning of more larger and intensive glacial cycles. This transition is referred 
to as „Mid Pleistocene Revolution‟ [Berger et al., 1993]. On a regional scale, the Svalbard-
Barents Sea ice sheet went through a transitional growth phase from ~2.4 Ma to 1.0 Ma 
followed by large-scale growth under more intensive glaciations that started since ~1.0 Ma 
[Knies et al., 2009]. In the Kongsfjorden region a new ice stream cut across the older 
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Figure 3.13 Line drawings of the seismic lines in the Sjubrebanken shelf and slope regions. (A) 
Line drawing of seismic line SVA 17-87 [Eiken, 1994] shows an incision at a maximum depth 
of 0.35-0.45 s TWT. (B) Seismic profile JR211-27 (location in Figure 3.2) showing two glacial 
fans (Unit I and Unit III) separated by the well-stratified reflector package of Unit II, which 
thins out up-dip so that the Kongsfjorden TMF directly overlies the Sjubrebanken Fan in the 
inner slope.  
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northwestern trough, carved out the Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough and brought terrigenous 
material to the outer-shelf that initiated the Kongsfjorden TMF build up. This new ice stream 
started during the Svalbard ice sheet growth around 1.5 Ma (as proposed by Butt et al. [2000]), 
or later during the Mid-Pleistocene Revolution. The age uncertainty associated with reflector A4 
precludes us from distinguishing these two possibilities.  
 
In the distal marine sedimentary record of northwestern Svalbard margin, the two glacial fans 
are separated by an intervening stratified interglacial Unit II (Figure 3.7) which pinches out 
towards the shelf on line JR211-27 (Figure 3.13B). Between the proximal parts of the 
Sjubrebanken Fan and the Kongsfjorden Fan this stratified hemipelagic unit is absent. These 
observations suggest that the switch in ice stream direction took place from one glaciation to the 
next (as inferred elsewhere by Dowdeswell et al., [2006]) and the switch was abrupt as there 
was no gradual migration of the ice stream from north to south. The absence of Unit II and its 
thinning northwards also implies reduced sediment deposition possibly caused by along slope 
currents.   
 
Comparing the topography and structural geology of the area west of  Kongsfjorden to that of 
the fjords further south, i.e. Isfjorden, Bellsund etc., the obvious difference is the presence of 
Prins Karls Forlandet and the Forlandsundet Graben at the southern edge of the Kongsfjorden 
cross-shelf trough. Both these structures might have led to the development of the northwestern 
trough. Prins Karls Forlandet barrier probably extended further north than its present extent and 
served as a western boundary of the northwestern ice stream. During glaciations between 1.5 
Ma and 1.0 Ma, the ice sheet east of Prins Karls Forlandet became thicker than during the 
preceding glaciations that formed the Sjubrebanken Fan. If the thickness of the ice in the trough 
east of Prins Karl Forlandet had increased so as its top was as high as the Prins Karls Forlandet, 
an ice stream could have begun to flow westward, the steepest route to the shelf break, rather 
than following the pre-existing northwestern trough.  Once some of the ice started to move 
towards the west it would progressively erode the barrier formed by Prins Karls Forlandet and 
carve out the present-day Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough. 
 
It is very likely that the northwestern ice stream slowed during the interglacial time when the 
well-stratified package in Unit II was depositing over Sjubrebanken Fan. The ice might have 
started to thin in the northwestern ice stream and as a consequence there was less debris supply 
at the northwestern margin. With progressive thinning of an ice stream there is less friction at its 
base and thus an ice stream can become frozen at the base, leading to slow down [Alley et al., 
2004]. The thinning of the distal part of the northwestern ice stream could thus have led to a 
positive mass balance and thickening further up the ice stream, e.g. at the Prins Karl Forlandet 
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barrier, which would have facilitated breaching of the barrier with the onset of ensuing glacial 
intensification.  
 
Switching of recent ice streams due to global climate warming is common and studies so far 
have shown that these are caused by ice dynamics. For example, Conway et al. [2002] show that 
a switch in ice stream direction can be related to changes in ice surface topography and 
associated changes in gravitational stress and flow of subglacial water. Although these factors 
can cause significant changes in ice flow direction, these observations have only been made for 
„pure ice streams‟ [Bennett, 2003], which are fast flowing regions of an ice sheet developed 
with very little or no influence of bedrock topography. On the other hand, if there is pre-existing 
topographic control on such as a depression, this is generally assumed to be the main control on 
the course of ice streams [Winsborrow et al., 2010].  The sudden switch in ice stream direction 
that we have observed in western Svalbard indicates that internal glacial factors may in some 
instances be as important as the topography and even override the topographic effects. Our 
observations highlight the need of including these processes in ice stream models such as the 
ones presented by Stokes and Tarasov [2010]. 
 
3.5 Conclusions 
Our interpretation of high-resolution 2D seismic data has revealed the presence of two 
important glacial submarine fans associated with two major glacial episodes, i.e. the Late 
Pliocene Northern Hemispheric glaciation ~2.8/2.6 Ma and Early Pleistocene glaciation ~1.5–1 
Ma. 
 
The bathymetric data delineate the locations of ice-streams and the geomorphologic features 
present on a buried paleo-ice stream bed in northwest Svalbard. This interpretation is supported 
by seismic data which provided vital information regarding the depth of a buried paleo-trough 
and supports the presence of a paleo-ice stream trough underneath the present-day shallow 
northwestern valley.  Any future seismic data that will be collected on the northwestern shelf of 
Svalbard should be examined to test this conclusion and to determine the lateral and vertical 
extent of the buried trough. 
 
Our results demonstrate that ice streams can change flow direction abruptly and not just 
gradually. Ice stream switching is a commonly observed phenomenon in recent ice sheets and 
most of them are attributed to glaciological (e.g. sub-glacial) processes. Off northwest Svalbard 
an increase in inland ice sheet thickness beyond a threshold defined by the height of a barrier 
seems to be the most likely reason for a sudden change of ice stream direction. This implies that 
ice stream switching can depend on tipping points that need to be identified for an accurate 
modeling of ice shield dynamics. 
Chapter 4 
Seismic evidence for shallow gas-escape 
features associated with a retreating gas 
hydrate zone offshore west Svalbard 
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4.1 Introduction 
 
Methane hydrates are stable in Arctic continental margin sediments in water depths greater than 
300–400 m [Kvenvolden et al., 1993; Kvenvolden, 1993; Hester and Brewer, 2009]. The 
stability of methane hydrates is sensitive to changes in pressure and temperature such that a 
drop in pressure or increase in temperature may lead to dissociation of hydrates and release of 
gas. Methane that reaches to the atmosphere may contribute to climate change because methane 
is a potent greenhouse gas [Houghton et al., 2001; Isaksen et al., 2011]. In the present day, 
ocean warming is manifested in the Arctic by rapid loss of Arctic sea ice [Comiso et al., 2008; 
Piechura and Walczowski, 2009]. Hydrates in the Arctic continental slope remain particularly 
sensitive to climate change because future climate change (such as increased temperature) is 
likely to be felt more acutely than at the lower latitudes [Houghton et al., 2001]. Based on future 
climate projections, modeling results already indicate that shallow Arctic regions influenced by 
North Atlantic water inflow may undergo hydrate destabilization in the next 100 years [Biastoch 
et al., 2011]. Despite the concern about warming induced hydrate dissociation in the Arctic, 
there is little present-day field-based evidence. 
 
Methane hydrate occurrences are well known in the western continental margin of Svalbard 
[Posewang and Mienert, 1999; Vanneste et al., 2005; Westbrook et al., 2008; Chabert et al., 
2011; Fisher et al., 2011]. During cruise JR211 in August–September 2008, a sonar survey 
revealed numerous plumes of gas bubbles emanating from the seafloor on the upper continental 
slope, with water in the plumes showing elevated concentration of methane [Westbrook et al., 
2009]. The high concentration of gas seeps was discovered in a narrow depth range on the upper 
slope, which lies near and immediately upslope of the predicted landward limit of the methane 
hydrate stability zone (MHSZ) located at ~400 m water depth [Westbrook et al., 2009]. A 
warming trend in the West Spitsbergen Current, a northward flowing branch of the North 
Atlantic current off west Svalbard, has been observed over the past three decades (1975–2008) 
based on summer Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) data [e.g. Holliday et al., 2008]. 
Analyses of CTD data collected in the summers of 2000–2006 [Walczowski and Piechura, 
2007], year-round mooring data [Schauer et al., 2008] and planktic foraminiferal assemblages 
of a sediment core from Fram Strait [Spielhagen et al., 2011] indicate that Atlantic Water 
temperature at the beginning of the 21st century is higher than for the past 2000 years. Based on 
hindcast simulations, Biastoch et al. [2011] inferred a weak long-term warming trend (< 0.005 
˚C yr-1) of Atlantic Water at water depths of 416–793 m over the past few decades. However, 
Westbrook et al. [2009] showed a more pronounced warming of the intermediate water at 
shallower water depths (300–450 m) during the past 30 years. For the period 1975–2008, 
temperature measurements from the deepest 10 m of CTD casts in the gas flare region show an 
overall 1º C warming of the bottom water [Westbrook et al., 2009]. The increase of seabed 
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temperature from 2º C to 3º C will have deepened the upper limit of methane hydrate stability at 
the seabed by about 30 m to 400 m water depth at present and caused its intersection with the 
seabed to recede about 1200 m down the continental slope, which dips westward at about 1.25º 
in the vicinity of the gas seeps and destabilize hydrate that was previously within the MHSZ 
[Westbrook et al., 2009, Thatcher and Westbrook, 2011]. 
 
Marine gas seeps can be controlled by several geological processes. It has not yet been 
confirmed whether the seafloor seeps on the upper continental slope in west Svalbard are 
sourced from hydrate dissociation or whether other mechanisms control gas expulsion along a 
narrow corridor, such as faults terminating close to the seafloor. Here, we determine the 
subsurface gas distribution and gas migration pathways in order to establish the link between 
the spatial distribution of seeps and sub-seabed gas accumulations. Using seismic and 
multibeam bathymetric data, we examine potential mechanisms that control fluid focusing, such 
as structurally- and stratigraphically-controlled gas migration, degassing due to gas hydrate 
dissociation and the seabed vent structures (such as pockmarks, ploughmarks) over the high-
density gas seepage region offshore west Svalbard. The objectives of this study are – (1) to 
assess the extent to which degassing is caused by hydrate dissociation, and (2) to delineate fluid 
migration pathways within the shallow marine sediments in the upper continental slope off west 
Svalbard and explain the shallow focusing of gas escape over a narrow range of water depths.  
 
4.2 The west Svalbard margin 
 
The Pliocene–Pleistocene development of the continental margin was primarily shaped by 
advances and retreats of the Svalbard-Barents Sea ice sheet [Solheim et al., 1996; Knies et al., 
2009]. The present-day Svalbard shelf break represents the approximate maximum extent of ice 
sheet expansion. Within the ice sheet, fast-flowing ice streams were confined to the cross-shelf 
troughs, such as Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden cross-shelf troughs (Figures 4.1a and 4.1b). The ice 
streams deposited prograding glacial wedges called Trough Mouth Fans (TMFs) in front of the 
troughs. The Kongsfjorden Trough Mouth Fan (KTMF) and Isfjorden Trough Mouth Fan 
(ITMF) were deposited in front of the corresponding cross-shelf troughs [Dowdeswell and 
Elverhøi, 2002; Sarkar et al., 2011]. The fans are represented by prograding glacial debris flows 
[Vorren and Laberg, 1997; Vorren et al., 1998; Sarkar et al., 2011].  While glacigenic 
sedimentation was predominant in the shelf and upper continental slope, the distal slope was 
influenced by bottom-water currents, leading to the development of contourite drifts [Eiken and 
Hinz, 1993]. Our study area (Figure 4.1b, Inset and Figure 4.2) is located in the inter-fan region 
east of the Knipovich Ridge, between the Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden cross-shelf troughs, and 
seaward of the shelf break (Figures 4.1a and 4.1b).  
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Figure 4.1 West Svalbard continental margin and the study area with part of the International 
Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean [Jakobsson et al., 2008]. (a) Knipovich Ridge-Molløy 
Transform Fault-Molløy Ridge constitutes the mid-oceanic ridge and transform fault system in 
the west. Vestnesa Ridge (VR) is a contouritic drift system. Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough 
(KT), Isfjorden cross-shelf trough (IT) and Bellsund cross-shelf trough (BT) dissect the shelf. 
The solid white line represents the gas hydrate province inferred from a seismic bottom 
simulating reflector (BSR). The Continent-Ocean Transition (COT) is from Engen et al. [2008]. 
(b) The BSR extent and depth map (s, Two Way Travel Time) displayed on shaded relief 
bathymetric image. The interpretation of the BSR is based on JR211 seismic lines (white solid) 
and previous studies (red lines). K94-17 and K94-19 are from Posewang and Mienert [1999], 
JM lines are from Frantzen [2008], Svalex lines are from Hustoft et al. [2009]. Gas seeps 
determined from EK60 sonar survey during JR211 are located on the upper continental slope 
and shelf. 
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Figure 4.2 Shaded relief image of JR211 multibeam data with seafloor gas seepage locations 
and JR211 seismic lines (black) in the inter-fan region between KT and IT. White lines mark the 
locations of the seismic reflection profiles shown in this paper. Gas hydrate was recovered from 
a sediment core at the site shown in the figure. The 370 and 410 m bathymetric contours 
represent the upper limit of modeled base of methane hydrate stability (BMHS) at 2º C and 3º C 
bottom-water temperatures respectively. 
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A bottom simulating reflector (BSR), which marks the base of the gas hydrate stability zone 
(GHSZ) [Shipley et al., 1979; Stoll and Bryan, 1979] occurs in the continental slope offshore 
west Svalbard [Vogt et al., 1994; Posewang and Mienert, 1999; Westbrook et al., 2008; Hustoft 
et al., 2009; Chabert et al., 2011]. The BSR area is bounded to the west by the WNW-ESE 
trending Molløy Transform Fault and extends over the Vestnesa ridge (VR in Figure 4.1a, water 
depth ~1200–1300 m), which represents a sediment drift system [Eiken and Hinz, 1993; Howe 
et al., 2008]. The eastern boundary of BSR occurrence appears to be limited by the influence of 
glacial sediments, probably due to their low permeability [Vanneste et al., 2005]. Seeps are also 
well-known from numerous pockmarks that occur at the crest of the Vestnesa ridge [Vogt et al., 
1994; Hustoft et al., 2009]. Here, the presence of a fluid migration system is indicated by 
seismic chimneys terminating in these pockmarks [Vogt et al., 1994; Petersen et al., 2010].  
 
4.3 Data and methods 
 
2D multichannel seismic (MCS) data and processing: MCS lines (Figure 4.2) were acquired 
using a 96 channel streamer (group spacing 6.25 m) with an active length of 600 m and 
maximum offset of 650 m. The seismic source consisted of two generator-injector (GI) air guns 
each with a volume of 150 cubic inch (45 cubic inch generator and 105 cubic inch injector) at a 
depth of 3 m. The shot interval was 4 s, resulting in a mean shot distance of 12.5 m. Pre-
processing steps included sorting the data into the common midpoint (CMP) domain with CMP 
bin spacing of 3.125 m, deleting noisy traces, noise attenuation (data adaptive methods to 
suppress incoherent noise), data interpolation, and F-K demultiple to attenuate water-bottom 
multiple. We carried out pre-stack depth migration in order to obtain a reliable long wavelength 
background velocity model. The depth imaging sequence consisted of several iterations 
(typically five) of Kirchhoff pre-stack depth migration and depth-focusing analysis (DFA). DFA 
was performed on every one-hundredth common reflection point gather, so the lateral resolution 
of the velocity model is ~300 m. The derived velocity field was smoothened over a 25 m 
horizontal and 40 m vertical grid. The final velocity grid obtained from iterative depth migration 
was converted into root mean square (RMS) and interval velocities in the time domain. We also 
carried out pre-stack Kirchhoff time migration with the pre-processed common offset gathers 
using RMS velocities in the time domain that were derived from pre-stack depth migration 
velocity analysis. The final version of the RMS velocity was refined with residual moveout 
(RMO) correction on every CMP and converted to interval velocity for interpretation. The 
relative error or the sensitivity of RMO analysis is dependent on the streamer length, reflector 
depth, background velocity and bandwidth of the data. For example, in the uppermost slope 
(water depths 350–400 m), RMO within a range of ±6 ms (when the wavelet length is 12 ms) at 
the maximum offset may still remain unresolved. The associated velocity uncertainties are 
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estimated at 3–5% at 0.60–1.00 s TWTT and 8–10% at 1.00–1.50 s TWTT (based on solving 
the hyperbolic moveout equation). 
 
Multibeam bathymetric data: Multibeam bathymetric data were recorded by Kongsberg 
Simrad EM120 system (191 beams and 12 kHz frequency) during the JR211 cruise, covering 
the slope over a depth range of 50–3200 m. This data was gridded with a horizontal cell size of 
20 m. Additional multibeam bathymetric data covering the shelf (water depths between 50 m 
and 350 m) were acquired by the Norwegian Hydrographic Service [Ottesen et al., 2007] and 
these data were gridded with a 2 m horizontal cell size. We produced shaded relief images 
(illumination from NW) from both these bathymetric datasets. 
 
We used seafloor gas seepage locations (Figures 4.1b and 4.2) obtained from the Simrad EK60 
echogram images that captured the gas seeps using the ship’s split-beam sonar system operating 
at 38 kHz, which was capable of providing three-dimensional locations of the bubbles and 
allowed us to map the origin of the gas plumes emanating from the sea-floor. Part of the EK60 
sonar image showing the high amplitude backscatter from the rising bubbles is shown in 
Figure 1 by Westbrook et al. [2009]. In this paper we show the gas plumes on the seismic 
profiles which are within 10 m distance of the seismic profiles. 
 
4.4 Results 
 
4.4.1 Stratigraphy 
The glacimarine Pliocene-Pleistocene succession of the inter-fan region is represented by three 
seismic stratigraphic Units - I (youngest), II and III (oldest). Reflector A4 (age between 1.5 and 
0.99 Ma) separates Units I and II, whereas A5 separates Units II and III. A6 (age ~2.8–2.6 Ma) 
represents the base of Unit III. Unit IV is the sequence below A6 and above the first seafloor 
multiple. This stratigraphic nomenclature is adopted from Sarkar et al. [2011]. 
 
Three types of seismic facies are commonly observed in the seismic sections – (a) prograding 
foresets, (b) transitional inter-fan facies and (c) well-stratified facies. Westward dipping 
prograding foresets occur under the shelf within Unit I (profile JR211-10, Figures 4.3a and 
4.3b). The progradational system is a consequence of slow ice-sheet expansion and low supply 
of glacial debris. The prograding foresets grade into a transitional inter-fan facies below the 
uppermost slope, between 300 and 400 m water depth (profile JR211-03, Figure 4.4a). The 
transitional facies displays incoherent reflections interlayered with stratified and contorted 
reflections (profile JR211-03, Figure 4.4b). We presume that the incoherent reflections represent 
glacigenic deposits (e.g. glacial diamicton) and stratified reflections result from hemipelagic 
materials and deposits from glacial suspension plumes. In the upper slope (water depths 450–
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Figure 4.3 Seismic line JR211-10 illustrating the key seismic reflectors (A4–A6) and the 
various seismic facies. (a) Shaded relief bathymetric image (location Figure 4.2) in an inset 
shows a topographic bulge and profile AB shows a slump with internally contorted and 
incoherent reflections within Unit I. Units III and IV are represented by well-stratified facies. 
Bright spots with reversed polarity (with respect to the seafloor polarity) are seen within Unit IV 
beneath the slope as well as shelf. Inset 1 shows a minor reverse fault below the slump and 
bright spots with reversed polarity are juxtaposed against the fault. (b) Seismic facies variation 
in the shelf region (location marked by a red box in Figure 4.3a). Unit II is characterized by 
zones of incoherent reflections. Unit I shows prograding foresets. An erosional unconformity 
separates an underlying prograding wedge from the overlying prograding and downlapping 
foresets. Bright spot with reversed polarity exists at the base of prograding wedge. 
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Figure 4.4 Seismic line JR211-03 illustrating stratigraphic details of the inter-fan region. (a) 
Well-stratified and climbing wave facies are seen in Unit IV. Bright spots with reversed polarity 
are seen at the crests of these climbing waves (see inset). Unit I shows prograding foresets 
beneath the shelf that laterally grade into transitional inter-fan facies beneath the slope. A BSR 
is seen in the mid slope where it cross-cuts the well-stratified, dipping reflectors of Unit II, but it 
cannot be traced to the uppermost slope. Reflection brightening occurs below the BSR. (b) 
Transitional inter-fan facies within Units I and II is characterized by incoherent reflection zones 
(location in Figure 4.4a). Erosional channels are present within Unit I, with some cutting into 
the underlying Unit II. The channels are filled by chaotic reflection packages or stacked lobate-
shaped bodies interpreted as debris lobes. 
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600 m), channels (150–500 m wide and 25–30 m deep) are commonly observed within Unit I, 
with some cutting through its base into Unit II (Figure 4.4b). Well-stratified facies and climbing 
waves occur in the distal slope (within Units I-IV in profile JR211-03, Figure 4.4a) and 
represent marine contouritic deposits. 
 
A mass transport complex (slump) showing incoherent reflections (Figure 4.3a) occurs within 
Unit I below the upper slope of the northern inter-fan region (internal structures in Figures S1 
and S2 in auxiliary material, section 4.7). Reflectors of Unit II below the slump show evidence 
for minor reverse faults (Figure 4.3a, Inset 1).  
 
4.4.2 Seafloor morphology 
Geomorphological features on the seafloor may locally influence the locations of the gas seeps 
and they need to be studied in order to understand any spatial correlation between the seeps and 
these features. Therefore, we describe below the morphology of some relevant features. 
  
A convex upward topographic bulge (Figure 4.3a, shaded relief bathymetric image) is observed 
slopeward of the shelf embayment and in the northeastern part of the study area. A few blocky 
units (200 m long, 150 m wide and ~2 m high, Figure 4.5) exist within the depression that 
separates the bulge from the shelf break. Based on our seismic data and work of Vanneste et al. 
[2007], we identify the bulge and blocky bodies as a slump and slump blocks respectively. We 
do not find any evidence for gas seeps above the slump area (Figure 4.2).  
 
Several linear and curvilinear seafloor furrows incise the seabed seaward of the embayment area 
(Figure 4.3a, shaded relief bathymetric image) and in the inter-fan area (Figure 4.5). They 
are V-shaped in profile, 15–175 m wide (average width ~45 m), 2–10 m deep and a few 100 m 
to several km long. They are generally slope-parallel but a few are oriented across-slope (e.g. 
Features 1 and 2 in Figure 4.5). Some of them cross-cut each other (shaded relief bathymetric 
image in Figure 4.3a) and also show abrupt bends (Figure 4.5). Following Hohbein and 
Cartwright [2006] and Bellec et al. [2008], we interpret the furrows as iceberg ploughmarks. 
They are a result of seabed erosion by drifting iceberg keels. Seismic profile JR211-10 shows 
that a ploughmark (Figure 4.6) has been filled with sediments. There are places in the inter-fan 
region where gas seeps coincide with parts of ploughmarks, such as a subtle N-S ploughmark 
(Figure 4.5, Inset 1) in the north. 
 
Several circular (diameter ~125 m) and elliptical (long axis ~270 m) crater-like depressions and 
small pits (~100 m radius, and ~10 m deep) exist on the shelf and upper slope of the inter-fan 
region. Circular depressions are clustered in the shelf region (Figure 4.5) and rarely in a chain-
like fashion. Isolated pits are observed close to ploughmarks (Figure 4.5). Ploughmarks in 
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Figure 4.5 A three-dimensional rendition of the shaded relief bathymetric image (located within 
a yellow dotted box shown in a map at the upper right hand corner) showing blocky bodies west 
of the shelf embayment, elliptical depressions or craters on the upper slope, pits, a crater chain 
and furrows. A furrow shows an abrupt bend in the southwest corner of the image. Features 
marked as 1 and 2 are cross-slope oriented furrows. The shelf break is represented by a ridge. 
Inset 1 shows gas seeps coincide with a N-S trending ploughmark (located between 370 and 410 
m water depths, which correspond to the postulated BMHS limits at 2º C and 3º C bottom-water 
temperatures respectively) and a shift in the location of seeps towards the shelf break.
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Figure 4.6 (a) Seismic line JR211-10 (MN in the bathymetric image and its location in Figure 
4.2) showing a V-shaped furrow (ploughmark). An erosional contact is seen at the base (marked 
by white dots) along with a bright spot with reversed polarity. Amplitude disturbance is seen 
below the bright spot. The incision is filled with sediments. 
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conjunction with craters and crater chains could be due to indentations made by oscillating and 
drifting iceberg keels as described by Bass and Woodworth-Lynas [1988]. Gas seeps occur 
above circular craters near the shelf break (Figure 4.5, Inset 1) but are absent from the large 
elliptical craters and small pits on the uppermost slope. 
 
4.4.3 Seismic observations associated with the fluid flow system 
Bright spots: Bright spots appear in several places in the slope perpendicular sections and 
occur at various stratigraphic levels. Deeper bright spots with reversed polarity occur within the 
well-stratified sequence in Units III and IV beneath the upper slope and shelf (Figure 4.3a), with 
some located at the crests of climbing waves (Figure 4.4a). Bright spots with reversed polarity 
also exist below the upper slope within Units I and II. Within Unit I, bright spot with reversed 
polarity occurs at the base of the slump deposit in profile JR211-10 (Figure 4.3a, Inset 1). 
Numerous shallow bright spots are scattered within Unit I below water depths 0.50–0.56 s 
TWTT (~310–400 m), such as in profiles JR211-02 (Figure 4.7), JR211-03 (Figure 4.8) and 
JR211-09 (Figure 4.9). The absolute reflection coefficients for the reversed polarity scattered 
bright spots (Figure 4.8) range from 0.08 to 0.5 with a mean of 0.25 and σ = 0.01 (method for 
determining absolute reflection coefficient is described in section 4.7, text 01). The lowest 
reflection coefficient value can be explained by a low P-wave velocity (1300 ms-1) layer 
underlying a layer of relatively higher velocity 1500 ms-1 (assuming density of the layers are 
similar). The higher values may result from interference and/or focusing effect.  We interpret 
this low velocity to be caused by the presence of free gas. Reflections from the walls and base 
of a channel within Unit II in profile JR211-09 (below water depth 0.53–0.56 s TWTT (~400 
m)) are enhanced by the presence of bright reflections (Figure 4.9).  
 
Beneath the outer shelf within Unit I, a bright spot with reversed polarity occurs at the base of a 
prograding wedge (Figures 4.3b and 4.7). In profile JR211-02, the westward-dipping prograding 
reflector F shows reversed polarity and amplitude brightening in several places (Figure 4.7). 
Within the prograding ‘top wedge’, overlying reflector F in Unit I, a shallow foreset shows high 
amplitudes with predominantly reversed polarity (Figure 4.7, Inset 1). Near the toe of the 
prograding wedge, a mound-shaped wave-like feature, interpreted to be sediment drift, fills an 
erosional scar in JR211-02 (Figure 4.7, Inset 1). The base and crest of this drift show high 
amplitudes with reversed polarity.  
 
BSR: We identify a bottom-simulating reflector (BSR) in our seismic data based on its reversed 
polarity, parallelism to sea floor and cross-cutting relationship with the strata (Figure 4.10a). 
We interpret reflection brightening below the BSR (Figures 4.4a and 4.10a) to be due to the 
presence of free gas. The BSR cannot generally be detected in water depths shallower than 
about 700 m beneath the upper continental slope (Figure 4.4a). While previous studies 
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Figure 4.7 Seismic anomalies in line JR211-02. A bright spot with reversed polarity is present at the base of a prograding wedge within Unit I beneath the shelf. 
Reflection brightening is seen at several isolated places along reflector F and also along a shallow foreset (Inset 1). A drift mound fills an erosional scar on the upper 
slope (Inset 1) and bright spots with reversed polarity occur at the crest and base. Scattered bright spots are also present at the base of Unit I below the upper slope. 
Gas seeps are clustered into two locations, on the drift mound and at the shelf break. An area of scattered reflections occurs within Units I–III beneath the upper 
slope (Inset 2). This zone shows near-vertical linear amplitude fading and scattered bright spots occur near the top. Isolated smile-like features occur below A6 (Inset 
2). The “Smiles” result from imperfectly migrated (relatively high migration velocity) seismic energy scattered from shallow out-of-plane gas pockets. 
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Figure 4.8 Seismic line JR211-03 (location in Figure 4.4) illustrating seismic anomalies associated with gas accumulation and migration beneath the upper slope. 
Several scattered bright spots with reversed polarity are present within Unit I. A broad zone with scattered reflections exists within Units I–II. This zone shows 
incoherent reflections, near-vertical linear areas with amplitude fading (Inset 1) and bright spots (reversed polarity) with underlying low frequency. In Units III–IV a 
patchy incoherent reflection zone shows decreased reflector continuity (e.g. reflector R). 
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Figure 4.9 Seismic line JR211-09 showing seismic anomalies beneath the upper continental 
slope. Numerous shallow bright spots with reversed polarity are present in Unit I. A few 
erosional channels are present at the base of Unit I with the underlying strata showing reflection 
brightening. 
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Figure 4.10 Seismic line JR211-10 shows a BSR and seismic chimney. (a) A BSR parallels the 
seafloor and cross-cuts strata beneath the mid slope. Polarity reversal is observed across the 
BSR and reflection brightening below it. A vertical seismic chimney is observed beneath the 
upper slope (near CMP 8250). The chimney shows suppressed amplitude and reflector 
upbending. Another gas migration conduit is seen within the GHSZ near CMP 10125 and it 
terminates in a bright spot with reversed polarity. (b) A localized area of relatively high interval 
velocity within the chimney (chimney location in Figure 4.10a) probably indicates presence of 
hydrate. Reflector onlap on top of the chimney is shown in an inset.
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[Vanneste et al., 2005] located the BSR province west of the KTMF, our new data show that the 
BSR also continues south into the inter-fan region (Figures 4.1b and 4.2). A sediment core 
(location in Figure 4.2) collected during the cruise JR211 confirmed physical presence of gas 
hydrate [Fisher et al., 2011].  
 
Seismic chimneys: We interpret the seismic chimneys as vertical or near-vertical zones with 
lower reflection strength than the surrounding sedimentary reflectors. In some instances, 
internal reflections are preserved but with reduced amplitude. For example, near CMP 8250 in 
Figure 4.10a, a chimney terminates at reflector A4. The chimney has a width of ~250 m. It 
shows prominent reflection up-bending and internal amplitude reduction (Figure 4.10b). 
Another deep-rooted chimney at water depth ~0.625 s TWTT (~450 m) shows internal faulting 
and amplitude suppression (Figure 4.11). It appears to originate at the level of a bright spot 
within Unit IV. 
 
Scattered reflections beneath the upper slope of the inter-fan region: Scattered reflections 
(JR211-03 (Figure 4.8) and JR211-02 (Figure 4.7, Inset 2)) and vertical/near-vertical linear or 
curvilinear areas of amplitude dimming (Figure 4.8 (Inset 1) and Figure 4.7 (Inset 2)) occur 
within Units I and II beneath the upper slope. Areas with scattered reflection show poor 
reflection continuity. Scattered reflections may arise from disrupted sedimentary fabric as a 
result of gas migration, probably through fracture networks. The pattern of scattering is less 
dense than in what is often called ‘acoustic turbidity’, which is also interpreted as evidence for 
the presence of gas, e.g., [Judd and Hovland, 1992]. Following Haacke et al. [2009], the linear 
areas of amplitude fading could be due to gas migration through fractures. We also observe a 
few patchy occurrences of scattered reflections within the deeper stratigraphic units (Units III 
and IV, Figure 4.8). The depths of these deeper scatterers below the seabed are not as great as 
they appear on the sections. Based on migration velocity analysis, we interpret them as seismic 
energy scattered from shallow gas pockets that are out-of-plane of the 2D seismic lines. 
 
Velocity anomalies beneath the upper slope: Seismic P-wave interval velocities (VP) obtained 
by DFA during pre-stack depth migration and corrected for residual moveout show shallow 
low-velocity zones below the upper continental slope. For example, low-velocity anomalies are 
encountered in seismic lines JR211-03 (Figure 4.12a) and JR211-09 (Figure 4.12b) below water 
depths of 0.50–0.60 s TWTT (375–450 m). In JR211-03 (Figure 4.12a) the low-velocity area is 
~1 km wide, ~0.32 s TWTT (~345 m) deep and extends down to Unit IV. In profile JR211-03 
the low-velocity zone (Figure 4.12a) corresponds to an area of scattered reflections within Units 
I–II (Figure 4.8). An area of scattered incoherent reflections in Units III and IV also displays a 
low-velocity anomaly (Figure 4.12a). Isolated low-velocity pockets coincide with the scattered 
bright spots in JR211-02 under the upper slope (Figure 4.12c). A low-velocity anomaly also 
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Figure 4.11 A seismic chimney in profile JR211-10 located on the upper slope (Profile location 
in Figure 4.3a). The chimney shows internal weak amplitude and terminates in a slump deposit. 
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Figure 4.12 Interval velocity superimposed on seismic profiles showing velocity variations below the upper continental slope. (a) JR211-03 (location in Figure 4.4a) 
showing a broad low-velocity zone that extends down to Unit IV. Several shallow low-velocity anomalies are confined between the seafloor and the bright spots 
within Unit I. (b) JR211-09 (location in Figure 4.2) showing a low-velocity anomaly under water depth 0.52–0.60 s TWTT (~385–435 m). (c) JR211-02 (location in 
Figure 4.2) shows low-velocity pockets that coincide with scattered bright spots with reversed polarity at the base of Unit I. (d) JR211-10 (location in Figure 4.3a) 
shows a low-velocity zone within a channel and overlying reflectors of Unit II. Shallow low-velocity pockets occur below the gas seepage sites on the shelf. 
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exists within a channel system in Unit II (line JR211-10, Figure 4.12d). The channel is ~450 m 
wide and ~65 m deep, with its base at ~645 m depth. The overlying well-stratified parallel-
bedded reflectors with gentle down-warping geometry (probably mimicking the depression 
caused by the deeper channel) also show low VP. Several shallow low velocity anomalies occur 
in pockets below the gas seepage sites and close to the seafloor, beneath the upper slope (Figure 
4.12a) and the shelf break (Figure 4.12d). 
 
4.4.4 Modeling the base of methane hydrate stability 
We identify a BSR in the inter-fan region at water depths >600 m but it is not found at 
shallower depth and below the gas seepage sites (Figure 4.2). In absence of a BSR as the direct 
seismic evidence for the base of methane hydrate stability (BMHS) beneath the uppermost 
continental slope, modeling is used to predict the BMHS. The modeling allows the probable 
zone of hydrate dissociation associated with bottom-water warming to be estimated. We use the 
phase boundary for pure methane hydrate in seawater (salinity 35‰) derived by Moridis [2003] 
and assume hydrostatic pressure. The curve defining the BMHS in the upper part of the 
continental slope is not unique, because of uncertainties associated with bottom-water 
temperature and variations of geothermal gradient. We estimate a BSR derived geothermal 
gradient based on the method established by Yamano et al. [1982] (Figures S3 and S4 in 
auxiliary material, section 4.7). Based on the observed variation of inferred geothermal gradient 
with water depth as the sediment cover thickens and the distance from the mid-oceanic ridge 
increases, we estimate a geothermal gradient of 53–61º C/km at the gas seepage site (water 
depth ~400 m, Figure S5 in auxiliary material, section 4.7). 
 
In order to observe the resulting variations in the MHSZ thickness at the upper continental 
slope, we overlay the resulting BMHS curves (considering a range of geothermal gradient 50–
70º C/km with an increment of 10º C/km and bottom-water temperatures of 2º and 3º C) on the 
seismic section (Figure S6 in auxiliary material, section 4.7). The probable zone of hydrate 
dissociation lies between the BMHS curves predicted for 2º and 3º C bottom-water temperatures 
assuming the temperature change has reached the BMHS. Based on Moridis [2003]’s pure 
methane hydrate stability curve with seawater salinity, a water depth of 373 m corresponds to 
the landward limit of the BMHS at 2º C bottom-water temperature, whereas the limit lies at 
greater depth (412 m) for 3º C bottom-water temperature. For the rest of the paper we consider 
370 m and 410 m (Figure 4.13a) as reference values for this limit at 2º C and 3º C bottom-water 
temperatures respectively. 
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Figure 4.13 (a) Overview map of the inter-fan area showing the distribution of seismic facies in 
Unit I, ploughmarks on the seafloor and location of the gas seeps. The hydrate retreat area on 
the seafloor, caused by 1º C bottom-water temperature rise (from 2º to 3º C), is confined 
between 370 and 410 m depths. The gas seepage locations shift from the upper slope to the shelf 
break in the north. The shift coincides with a transition from prograding foreset facies in the 
distal shelf to transitional inter-fan facies in the upper slope. (b) Seismic profile JR211-03 
(profile location in Figure 4.13a) showing shallow bright spots below the modeled BMHS (2º C 
bottom-water temperature) and scattered gas pockets within the predicted hydrate retreat area. 
Near-vertical gas migration through fractures is marked by white arrows. 
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4.5 Discussion 
 
The gas seepage area shows a linear trend and mostly follows the bathymetric contours 
(confined between 370 and 410 m depths in the uppermost slope, Figure 4.2). This depth range 
corresponds to the area over which the BMHS retreated in response to bottom-water warming 
by 1º C (i.e., from a depth of 370 m at 2º C to a depth of 410 m at 3º C). Therefore, gas hydrate 
dissociation is a plausible explanation for the gas seeps [Westbrook et al., 2009]. However, the 
gas seeps in the northern inter-fan area occur at shallower depth (230–250 m) close to the shelf 
break and not within the predicted hydrate retreat area. Here we discuss the sub-seabed 
occurrences of gas and examine alternative processes that can focus gas to the seabed in a 
narrow zone, in addition to the possible role of hydrate dissociation. 
 
4.5.1 Indications of deep and shallow gas occurrence 
Bright spots with reversed polarity commonly indicate accumulations of free gas [e.g., Judd and 
Hovland, 1992]. We find gas accumulations at the crests of sediment waves (Figure 4.4a) and 
within the well-stratified, parallel-bedded marine sedimentary package of Unit IV beneath the 
slope and shelf (Figure 4.3a). The crests of sediment waves are probably composed of well-
sorted marine sediments and hence they can store appreciable amounts of fluid. Within the 
shallow glacimarine sediments of Unit I, gas occurs beneath both the upper continental slope 
and the outer shelf (Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9). Reflection brightening below and adjacent to 
channels (Figure 4.9) indicates that gas is trapped at the bases and sides of channels filled with 
less permeable, clay rich glacigenic sediments.  
 
4.5.2 Gas venting through ploughmarks  
Numerous sea-floor iceberg ploughmarks in 300–600 m water depth in the inter-fan area 
(Figure 4.5) are scattered over a region with shallow gas pockets occurring at depth <75 m 
below the seafloor (e.g., Figures 4.8 and 4.9), and apparently have an effect on gas migration. 
Beneath the ploughmarks, cracks and fissures, induced by iceberg movement, may locally 
promote gas migration close to the seabed [Hovland and Judd, 1988]. Amplitude fading and a 
bright spot at the base of a ploughmark (Figure 4.6) indicates that gas has accumulated below 
that ploughmark, but there is no evidence for seafloor gas seepage from this ploughmark. Gas 
seeps and ploughmarks are rarely co-located. Ploughmarks might have locally influenced 
shallow gas focusing to the seabed (Figure 4.5, Inset 1), but there is no evidence for gas seeps 
from ploughmarks outside the area in which hydrate dissociation due to bottom-water warming 
is postulated. Moreover, the ploughmarks have a wide range of orientations and cannot explain 
the well-defined trend of the seafloor gas seeps.  
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4.5.3 Vertical/near-vertical gas migration system 
Seismic chimneys showing vertical zones of reduced amplitude represent conduits that focus 
fluid flow from depth to shallower levels [Heggland, 1997]. We do not observe any seismic 
chimneys that terminate at the seafloor on the uppermost slope (300–400 m water depths). 
However, we observe a chimney below the slump deposit (water depth 450 m) in the northern 
inter-fan region (Figure 4.11). It is rooted below horizon A6 and at the stratigraphic level of a 
gas pocket. Small-scale faults are present inside it, but do not offset the reflections below the 
chimney. We attribute its origin to a local deformation process perhaps induced by loading of 
the sediments during deposition of the overlying slump. Chimneys in deeper water (> depth 
700 m) are buried (Figure 4.10a), such as a chimney near CMP 8250 in Figures 4.10a and 
4.10b. This chimney shows up-bending of reflectors with almost the same amount of up-
bending throughout, a localized high velocity anomaly that results in negligible velocity pull-up 
(3 ms) compared with the pronounced up-bending (30 ms) in the centre, and positive relief at 
the top with no overlying high velocity. It appears to be the result of deformation associated 
with fluid migration.  In deeper water we find evidence for gas migration, such as a near-vertical 
zone of amplitude fading and a bright spot at its top (near CMP 10120, Figure 4.10a, Inset). 
This feature does not resemble a typical chimney in the 2D profile and we identify it more 
generally as a gas conduit. We suggest that gas migrates through the GHSZ, but does not vent to 
the seafloor. Hydrate and gas can co-exist in the GHSZ, if hydrate formation is slowed down by 
a lack of water (removed by hydrate formation) or by an increase of pore-water salinity due to 
the expulsion of chloride from hydrate [Liu and Flemings, 2007]. 
 
Gas migration through faults is a possible explanation for the gas seeps. Minor faults (below 
water depth 420 m) are locally present below the slump in the northern inter-fan region 
(Figure 4.3a, Inset 1 and Figure 4.12d). Gas-charged horizons are juxtaposed against a fault 
below the slump (profile JR211-10, Figure 4.3a, Inset 1) and the low-VP anomaly around the 
faulted strata (profile JR211-10, Figure 4.12d) indicates the presence of gas. Except for this 
example, we do not observe any fault that originates at depth and passes through or terminates 
at the low-velocity zones within the shallow glacimarine strata of Units I–III in the upper slope 
(Figures 4.12a–b) and below the gas seepage sites. Therefore, gas migration along faults is not a 
viable explanation for the gas seeps. 
 
Vertical/near-vertical gas migration below the gas seepage area (water depths 300– 400 m; e.g., 
Figure 4.8) in the uppermost continental slope of the inter-fan region is represented by a zone 
with scattered reflections indicating gas rising up through fractures within glacigenic strata 
(Figure 4.8, Inset 1 and Figure 4.7, Inset 2). A low-velocity anomaly (Figure 4.12a) within the 
shallow scattered reflection zone (Figure 4.10a) also indicates the presence of gas. However, the 
apparently deeper scattered reflections within Units III and IV (Figure 4.8) are from out-of-
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plane occurrences of gas at shallower depth. Gas rising through fractures locally feeds the 
dipping marine hemipelagic beds in Unit I below the upper continental slope (water depths 300–
400 m, Figure 4.13b). 
  
4.5.4 Lateral gas migration 
Interbedded marine hemipelagic and glacigenic strata constitute the transitional inter-fan facies 
of Units I–II. Within this facies several shallow gas pockets occur along seaward dipping 
marine beds (dip 1.5 degree westerly, Figure 4.13b) below the uppermost continental slope 
(water depths 350–700 m). The hemipelagic interbeds are more porous (as they are well-sorted) 
and permeable than the glacigenic strata, so, they can store and transmit appreciable amounts of 
gas. In the northern inter-fan area, there is a deviation of the locations of gas seeps from the 
probable hydrate retreat area on the upper slope to the shelf break (Figures 4.2 and 4.13a). This 
area is located at the facies transition between transitional inter-fan facies and prograding 
foreset within Unit I (Figure 4.13a). Gas hydrate dissociation is not the direct cause of the 
presence of gas here, as this location lies outside the predicted MHSZ. Here gas rising up 
through fractures gets steered by the prograding foresets towards the shelf break, as indicated by 
gas pockets (Figure 4.14a) at several places along foreset reflectors (e.g. reflector F, Figure 4.7). 
Further north in the inter-fan area, the slump may inhibit rising of gas and formation of gas 
hydrate close to the seafloor (Figure 4.14b). 
 
4.5.5 Role of gas hydrate dissociation 
We could not generally identify the BSR in water depths shallower than about 700 m, although 
it does occur locally in a water depth of 580 m of the upper continental slope. The absence of 
the BSR does not rule out the presence of hydrate and hydrate may be present at low saturations 
[Chabert et al., 2011]. Moreover, the wavelet from seabed reflection is 12 ms TWTT long (10 
m distance) and masks any reflection arising from free gas or BSR in the top 10 m below the 
seafloor. A supply of free gas is essential for hydrate formation within the hydrate stability 
zone. We find evidence for free gas immediately below (5–15 m) the BMHS predicted for 2º C 
bottom-water temperature (Figure 4.13b), where gas flow through near-vertical fractures and 
dipping marine beds significantly enhance supply of gas. From there gas might have migrated 
through fractures or permeable marine beds into the zone of hydrate stability and formed gas 
hydrates when conditions were cooler than at present. 
 
Time-series measurements of ocean temperature along the route of the North Atlantic Current 
from the Sub-polar Gyre to the Fram Strait reveal a cooling trend in the northern North Atlantic 
that preceded the warming seen after 1980s [Holliday et al., 2008]. For example, the upper 
ocean in the southern Norwegian Sea decreased in temperature by about 1º C, over the period 
1960 to 1980. Although the record from west of Spitsbergen is limited before the 1970s, the 
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Figure 4.14 (a) Line drawing (location in Figure 4.13a) and interpretation of profile JR211-02 
(based on Figure 4.7). Gas seeps are located near the toe of prograding foreset within Unit I and 
close to a drift mound. Gas migrates up-dip along the foreset towards the shelf break. (b) Line 
drawing of JR211-10 (location Figure 4.13a) based on interpretations shown in Figures 4.3a-b 
and 4.12d. A shallow buried slump within Unit I hinders vertical gas migration as gas is mostly 
trapped at the base of the slump. 
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correlation between temperature variation in the southern Norwegian Sea and offshore 
Spitsbergen observed since then [Holliday et al., 2008] indicates  that this cooling also occurred 
off Spitsbergen. During this cooling episode, hydrate probably formed within the shallow 
uppermost continental slope before this region was moved out of the hydrate stability during 
more recent warming. 
 
To examine whether gas seeps can emerge after 30 years from the onset of long-term warming, 
the time delays associated with thermal diffusion, hydrate dissociation and gas migration from 
the sites of dissociation to the seabed need to be considered. Reagan and Moridis [2009] and 
Thatcher and Westbrook [2011] have modeled the time-dependent evolution of the GHSZ in 
response to warming. For annual variation, the duration of warming may not be sufficient for 
complete hydrate dissociation (as the process is endothermic), even if the top of the hydrate is 
only 1 m below the seabed, and almost all the gas released by dissociation reforms hydrate as 
temperature decreases again, rather than escaping through to seabed. A model simulation 
adapted to conditions west of Svalbard shows that observed bottom-water temperature 
variations during 1975–2008 can lead to gas release at the seabed by 2008 if hydrate (a 7 m 
thick hydrate layer at 5% saturation) occurs at a depth of 5 m below the seabed (a factor that 
controls this depth is the sulfate reduction zone, which limits the presence of hydrate near the 
seabed) and fractures increase the effective permeability above that typical of glacigenic 
sediments [Thatcher and Westbrook, 2011]. Such enhancement of permeability is realistic given 
the seismic evidence for gas flow through fractures within glacigenic sediments in the upper 
continental slope (Figure 4.13b). Therefore, both numerical modeling and the seismic evidence 
support a contribution from hydrate dissociation to the gas seeps.   
 
Another potential mechanism for focusing gas to the landward edge of the BMHS is lateral gas 
migration along the BMHS [Crutchley et al., 2010]. However, in the upper continental slope 
(400–700 m water depth), the positions of the scattered gas pockets just below the predicted 
BMHS (for 2º C bottom-water temperature, Figure 4.13b) appear to be controlled by lithology. 
The poorly stratified, low-permeability glacigenic sediments, which are abundantly present 
here, appear not to contain large enough sedimentary units with high enough porosity to develop 
a gas layer that has sufficient lateral extent to produce reflector that can be distinguished from 
the surrounding reflectors representing lithological boundaries. So although, in general, free gas 
is excluded from the MHSZ, the migration of gas outside the GHSZ exploits the heterogeneity 
of lithology-dependent permeability and, for this reason, there is no BSR following the BMHS 
with any noticeable continuity in this part of the slope. 
 
The shallowest gas pockets within the probable hydrate retreat area (the area bounded by the 
BMHS curves for bottom-water temperatures of 2º C and 3º C) are observed at depths 15–25 m 
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below the seabed (Figure 4.13b). Most of them are in the vicinity of the seabed seeps. This 
shallow gas may be the product of gas hydrate dissociation and the observed gas seeps may 
result from venting of this gas as predicted by modeling. As most of the gas pockets occur 
above areas of gas flow through gas-bearing marine strata, the gas that formed the hydrate is 
most likely to be gas that migrated up the continental slope and moved close to the seabed 
through fractures and hemipelagic interbeds in the glacigenic sediments. Although occurrence 
of gas seeps in a narrow range of water depths (370–410 m) from which the MHSZ is postulated 
to have retreated over the last 33 years, can be explained by warming-induced gas hydrate 
dissociation, the scatter of individual gas seepage locations within this depth range is probably a 
consequence of lithologically-controlled focusing of gas close to the seabed at the sites of 
hydrate formation, or release of gas once hydrate dissociated. Therefore, based on (a) the 
presence of gas pockets within the probable hydrate retreat area, (b) the rarity of gas seeps 
downslope of the present-day BMHS (3º C bottom-water temperature), probably indicating the 
retention of methane as hydrate and permeability reduction caused by hydrate within the GHSZ, 
(c) evidence for the supply of gas through fractures and marine beds to the area where hydrate 
might have formed prior to the onset of recent warming and (d) modeling results that can 
explain methane emission from dissociating hydrate in a time scale of three decades in response 
to observed bottom-water warming [Thatcher and Westbrook, 2011], we infer that hydrate 
dissociation is likely to contribute most or all of the gas that is venting from the seabed, 
although the absence of the GHSZ from the retreat area will enable gas migrating up the 
continental slope to flow directly to the seabed without being intercepted by the GHSZ. 
 
4.6 Conclusions 
 
Seismic evidence, in the form of negative-polarity bright spots, localized zones of low velocity, 
seismic attenuation and scattering, indicates gas occurrence in the uppermost continental slope 
below the gas seepage sites. The gas occurs in shallow pockets located below the predicted 
BMHS beneath the upper slope. We infer that the gas has migrated to these pockets through 
permeable glacimarine strata and fractures, although individual fractures are too small to be 
imaged in our data. The widespread presence of a BSR in water depths greater than 700 m and 
numerous seismic indicators of the presence of free gas in the deeper strata throughout the 
continental slope, indicate that gas migration from the thick marine sedimentary section 
contributes most, if not all, of the gas emitted by seeps in the uppermost part of the slope. 
 
A BSR is present beneath the seabed in deeper water (depths >600 m), but it has not been 
observed below shallower water (400–600 m) in which the GHSZ has been predicted to occur. 
There is no clear evidence of unimpeded migration of gas along the BMHS. Gas pockets are 
scattered in shallow glacimarine strata below the modeled BMHS and it appears that the effect 
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of permeability reduction caused by hydrate within the GHSZ is secondary to the effect of 
lithology in controlling the flow of gas. 
 
Several observations indicate that hydrate dissociation can be the primary cause of the gas seeps 
on this part of the west Svalbard upper continental slope. The gas seeps come mainly from the 
seabed of the predicted zone of GHSZ retreat caused by bottom-water warming. Within this 
zone, there are low seismic-velocity anomalies and negative-polarity seismic bright spots, 
indicating the presence of free gas. These features are generally absent from the GHSZ where it 
is predicted to exist, downslope. Gas migrating into what is now the GHSZ retreat zone from 
beneath the GHSZ or elsewhere 30 years or more ago, when the seabed was 1°C cooler, would 
have formed hydrate. Modelling shows that some of the gas released by the dissociation of that 
hydrate will still exist and not yet have been completely replaced by gas migrating into the zone 
since the hydrate dissociated. The absence of seismic evidence for faults below the gas seepage 
sites excludes the possibility that faults guide gas from deeper gas-rich strata directly to the 
locations of the seeps. 
 
Gas seeps are absent in the north where a slump deposit occurs close to the seabed. The slump 
deposit probably hinders vertical gas migration or hydrate formation close to the seafloor. 
Numerous seeps at the shelf break in the northern inter-fan region are a result of lateral gas 
migration upslope, along prograding foreset beds.  
 
Most of the uppermost continental slope of the inter-fan area (water depths 300–600 m) 
contains shallow sedimentary features, such as channels and interbedding of more permeable 
marine sedimentary units with units of less permeable glacigenic sediments, that introduce a 
high degree of heterogeneity in the lithology and permeability of sedimentary units, strongly 
affecting shallow gas migration.  This heterogeneity will have influenced the locations of gas 
seeps as much by controlling the locations where hydrate formed within the sediment as by 
determining the migration paths of gas released from hydrate dissociation. 
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4.7 Auxiliary materials 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S1 Seismic line JR211-01 showing the stratigraphic details of a mass transport complex 
in the northern inter-fan region. The base of the mass transport complex truncates reflectors A4 
and A5 and it is overlain by prograding foresets.  
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Figure S2 Segment of line JR211-01 (location in Figure S1) reveals internal structure of the 
mass transport complex. The mass transport complex shows thinning toward the seaward end, 
presence of deformed strata and easterly dipping reflectors (marked by dotted white lines and 
interpreted as thrusts). Vanneste et al. [2007] identified this mass transport complex based on P-
Cable 3D seismic data on the uppermost continental slope (water depths 350–420 m) and our 
data help to delineate its downslope extent (below water depths 400–600 m).The indicators of 
stratal disruption within the mass transport complex and its overall geometry suggest that the 
deposit is a slump with a frontally emerging toe [Frey-Martinez et al., 2006]. 
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Figure S3 Bottom-water temperature variation with depth based on data from WOD2009 
database for the months of August–September and years 1980–2008. The CTD stations from the 
WOD2009 database are located between 78º–79º N latitudes and 7º–11º E longitudes and 
collected during the summer months (August and September) of the years 1980–2008. Two 
different trends are present in the data. A quadratic curve fits the bottom-water temperature 
distribution between 500 and 1200 m depth and was used to predict bottom-water temperatures 
in those depths. In deeper water (> 1200 m) a constant -0.9º C bottom-water temperature was 
used. The bottom-water temperature values were used to predict BSR derived geothermal 
gradient. 
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Figure S4 Variation of BSR derived geothermal gradient along JR211 lines. 
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Figure S5 Variation of BSR derived geothermal gradient with depth of seabed. A general 
decreasing trend of the apparent geothermal gradient is obvious as depth becomes shallower. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S6 Modeled BMHS curves (for 2º C and 3º C bottom-water temperatures and 
geothermal gradients of 50º C/km, 60º C/km and 70º C/km) superimposed on JR211-09.  
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Text 01 
Determination of absolute reflection co-efficient: Reflection coefficients were derived from 
the amplitudes of several shallow bright spots with reversed polarity seen within Unit I under 
the upper slope in lines JR211-03 and JR211-09. Following [Warner, 1990], the reflection 
coefficient for the seafloor was determined from the equation Rsf = 2 (Amultiple/Asf), where Asf  
is the amplitude of the sea floor reflection, and Amultiple is the amplitude of its first multiple. The 
reflection coefficients for the shallow bright spots were then determined by using the equation R 
= Rsf (Ai/Asf) (Z/Zsf) d, where, Ai is the amplitude of the bright spot reflection, Zsf and Z are the 
depths of the seafloor and the bright spot respectively and ‘d’ is the attenuation factor. We used 
an attenuation factor of 1 as the bright spots are located at shallow depths (<0.075 s TWTT 
below seafloor). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 5 
Seismic imaging of ocean structure west of 
Svalbard 
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5.1 Introduction 
 
The West Spitsbergen Current (WSC) is northward flowing branch of Norwegian North 
Atlantic Current that carries warm and saline water into the Arctic. It flows over the continental 
slope off West Spitsbergen. Based on potential temperature-salinity criteria, the water masses 
on the slope and shelf are generally classified into three main categories: polar water (PW, 
potential temperature (θ) > 0 ° C and salinity (S) < 34.4 psu), Atlantic Water (AW, θ > 2° C, S > 
34.91 psu (Warm AW); 0° C < θ < 2° C, S > 34.91 psu (Cold AW)) and Arctic Intermediate 
Water (AIW, -1.1° C < θ < 0° C; 34.7 psu < S < 34.9 psu) [Schlichtholz and Houssais, 1999]. 
The PW is the freshest and lightest water mass in the Fram Strait and caps the more saline and 
warm Atlantic Water (AW) and mainly consists of glacier water, water from the major fjords, 
precipitation, sea ice melt water and a thin top mixed layer (10–30 m) during the summer. The 
deeper AIW is sourced by northward cooling and sinking to intermediate depths [Schlichtholz 
and Houssais, 2002]. High resolution (1 km horizontal resolution) CTD profiles collected in the 
upper slope and shelf break regions west of the Kongsfjorden trough during September 1998 
and 2000 show a temperature-salinity front separating the AW from polar water masses on the 
shelf [Saloranta and Svendsen, 2001]. The major water masses and the fronts separating them 
have not yet been examined with seismic images for the seas off west Svalbard shelf and slope 
regions.  
 
Seismic images are very useful for mapping ocean fine structure to an unprecedented lateral 
detail. Seismic reflection in water column arises due to changes in acoustic impedance (a 
product of sound speed (v) and density (ρ)), which is in turn related to the temperature and 
salinity change across a boundary. Acoustic impedance is much more sensitive to temperature 
than salinity, with 80% contribution from temperature anomalies and 20% from salinity 
variations [Ruddick et al., 2009; Sallares et al., 2009]. Thus, seismic sections are essentially 
considered smoothed maps of vertical temperature gradient [Ruddick et al., 2009]. Fine 
structures in water column reflections are associated with a variety of physical phenomena, such 
as thermohaline intrusions [Holbrook et al., 2003], internal waves [Holbrook and Fer, 2005], 
double diffusive layering [Biescas et al., 2008] and mixed water masses. The thermohaline fine 
structures and mesoscale features help us to understand the causes and consequences of mixing, 
heat and salt flux across water mass boundaries (fronts). In order to improve understanding of 
ocean mixing and thermohaline circulation, it is important to identify these fine structures on 
seismic profiles and hydrographic sections.  
 
Here, I use multichannel seismic data collected offshore west Svalbard, to examine the 
characteristics of the fine structures and their spatial distributions. I identify different water 
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masses and the fronts separating them and determine their spatial variability by comparing 
several adjacent seismic lines collected over a period of few days. 
 
The objectives of this study are: 
(1) To identify different water masses and the fronts separating them based on combined 
seismic and hydrographic data analysis. 
 
(2) To understand the role of the front between warm AW and other water masses in water 
mass mixing in both lateral and vertical directions. 
 
5.2 Data and method 
 
Multi-channel seismic reflection (MCS) data were collected during cruise JR211 (Figure 5.1). 
The across-slope lines are almost perpendicular to the main flow direction of the WSC. For the 
seismic oceanography study, I analyzed the seismic profiles located in the inter-fan region 
between the Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden cross-shelf troughs. These profiles were acquired 
between 5 September 2008 and 7 September 2008. On an average the east-west seismic lines are 
30 km long and took ~3.5 hr to shoot. The seismic source consisted of 2 GI guns, each with a 
volume of 150 cubic inch (45 cubic inch generator and 105 cubic inch injector) and towed at a 
depth of 3 m. The shot interval was 5 s (approximately 12.5 m), the recording time was 4 s and 
the sampling rate 1 ms. The active length of the seismic streamer was 600 m with ninety-six 
6.25 m hydrophone groups. Data processing included removing the direct arrival using an 
eigenvector filter, common mid-point binning (CMP bin size 3.125 m), a static shift of -9 ms (as 
the source wavelet does not start at zero time), bandpass filtering (Ormsby band-pass filter with 
corner frequencies at 10, 20, 100 and 200 Hz), a geometric spreading correction and stacking 
with CTD derived sound speed. I also computed sound speed of surface water based on the 
arrival time of the direct wave in the farthest channel (95
th
 channel, instead of 96
th 
channel as it 
was noisy) in shot gather domain (sound speed = offset at 95
th
 channel/direct wave arrival time 
in 95
th
 channel). Vertical resolution of the data is generally considered to be quarter of a 
wavelength considering a single, isolated high velocity layer in a homogenous background 
[Widess, 1973]. The wavelet for the reflections in water column shows peak energy at frequency 
about 70–75 Hz. Assuming a constant sound speed 1470 m/s for the seismic wave, the vertical 
resolution is ~5 m. 
 
Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) data for the study area were compiled from the World 
Ocean database (WOD2009) to examine the correspondence between seismic and 
oceanographic data. In order to remain consistent with the month when seismic data were 
acquired, CTD data from the month of September (years 1990–2008) were analysed  
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Figure 5.1 MODIS sea surface temperature (SST) image (acquired on 2 September 2008) 
shows the distribution of warm and cold surface water masses. An SST front (3˚ C) is seen in 
the northwest corner. Warm SST anomalies (>6˚ C) are seen in the upper continental slope. 
Multichannel reflection seismic data and underway profiler data (in-situ salinity, SST) were 
collected along the white lines during cruise JR211. In-situ SST, salinity and direct-wave based 
seismic sound speed variations along AB are shown in Figure 5.4. Bathymetric contours are 
obtained from International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean bathymetric (IBCAO) grid 
[Jakobsson et al., 2008]. 
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(Figure 5.2). Vertical sampling interval of WOD2009 CTD data was 1 m and stations are spaced 
10 km on an average. Salinity, potential temperature, potential density and sound speed were 
derived from the CTD data following the UNESCO recommended equations [IOC, SCOR and 
IAPSO, 2010]. 
 
Additional data: In addition to seismic and CTD data, I also incorporated a gridded surface 
geostrophic current image and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sea 
surface temperature (SST) image from the Aqua satellite (Figure 5.1). The MODIS SST image 
(Level 3 data gridded with a 4.63 km cell size) was acquired on 2 September 2008 
(http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/). A surface geostrophic current image (weekly average 
between 28 August 2008 and 3 September 2008, Figure 5.3) was obtained from the Archiving, 
Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic database (AVISO) 
(http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/en/home.html). 
 
The MODIS image provided a synoptic coverage of SST. The interpretation of surface water 
masses was further complemented by in-situ ship-based SST and salinity measurements 
collected during JR211. The seismic lines and the CTDs are not co-located, so, in order to 
examine their spatial correspondence, the water depths at CTD stations were matched to the 
same water depths at nearby seismic lines. CTD data were plotted on potential temperature-
salinity (θ-S) plots in order to classify different water masses. 
 
5.3 Results and discussion 
 
5.3.1 Spatial variations in SST 
An SST front was identified on the MODIS SST image acquired on 2 September 2008 (Figure 
5.1). The front (3˚ C SST contour) occurred in the northwest region extending from 78.5° N, 5° 
E to 79.5° N and 10° E. Elongated slope-parallel warm SST tongues (temperature ≥ 6˚ C) were 
seen in the continental slope above 500–1000 m isobaths (Figure 5.1). A cold SST tongue 
extends southeastward, across the continental slope at around 79° N latitude and 5° E longitude.  
This feature is located between the northward directed surface geostrophic current carrying most 
of warm surface water to the north and southward directed colder water driven from north 
(Figure 5.3). SST analysis was further complemented by in-situ ship-based SST and salinity 
measurements, which helped to distinguish different surface water masses. Ship-based SST and 
salinity profiles (acquired on 5 September 2008) across the warm SST tongue (along AB, Figure 
5.1) clearly show the presence of warm and saline water (Figure 5.4a) and mostly identified as 
PW. However, at some places, salinity values (S > 34.91 psu) suggest presence of AW in 
pockets. A comparison between ship-based SST (5 September 2008) and satellite SST (2 
September 2008) along line AB (Figure 5.1) shows a temperature difference of ~1˚ C. However, 
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Figure 5.2 Location of JR211 seismic lines (white) and CTD stations (blue dots) from World 
Ocean database WOD2009. The CTDs were collected on 12 September 2008, a week after the 
seismic lines JR211-01 and JR211-10 were acquired.  
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Figure 5.3 Surface geostrophic currents superimposed on SST image. Bathymetric contours 
from IBCAO grid [Jakobsson et al., 2008] are also shown. 
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Figure 5.4 SST (underway and satellite), salinity and direct wave based sound speed variations 
along line AB (location Figure 5.1) west of Kongsfjorden trough.  (a) SST and salinity 
distinguish warm Atlantic water (temperature > 2 ° C and salinity 34.91 psu) from polar water 
(temperature > 0 ° C and salinity < 34.4 psu) on the surface. (b) Direct wave based sound speed 
variation (blue curve) along JR211-01 (line AB in Figure 5.1) and sound speed estimated from 
temperature and salinity measurements by underway profiler (yellow curve) along the same 
line. 
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a step-wise transition from cold to warm water in the eastern part of the line can be seen in both 
these datasets (Figure 5.4a). Seismic direct wave based sound speed estimates correspond well 
to sound speed derived from underway vessel profiler (difference less than ±0.1%, Figure 5.4b). 
The difference could be due to feathering of the streamer which causes shortening of the 
distance between the farthest receiver and source airguns. Sound speed variations tend to mimic 
SST. Irrespective of its absolute magnitude, sound speed variation is an additional useful 
criterion to decipher the front between warm (faster sound speed) and cold (slower sound speed) 
surface water masses.  
 
5.3.2 CTD based hydrographic data analysis 
On a θ-S plot the water masses are classified into four categories – PW, warm and cold AW and 
AIW (Figure 5.5) following Schlichtholz and Houssais [1999]. Water mass boundaries are 
shown on the potential temperature section obtained from an east-west CTD transect (Figure 
5.6). Warm AW occurs below a thin (usually 10–50 m and thickening to the east on the shelf) 
veneer of PW and to a depth of ~500 m. The transition between warm AW to cold AW is seen 
at 500–550 m depth. The transition between cold AW and AIW is found at 750–800 m depths. 
The potential temperature section also shows the warm core of AW (> 6° C) above 125 m depth 
in the upper slope and shelf break (Figure 5.6). A horizontal temperature gradient is seen east of 
the warm AW core (Figure 5.7a) near the shelf break and distal shelf (150–250 m water depths). 
Below 150 m the lateral temperature contrast weakens (Figure 5.7a). A shelf-ward thickening 
low salinity wedge is seen in the top 50 meters of the salinity section (Figure 5.7b), which is due 
to influx of freshwater from the fjords. In the region showing horizontal temperature gradient 
near the shelf break, warm and salty water interleaves with colder and fresher water in the 
vertical potential temperature and salinity profile (such as CTDs WOD09_NO12274696 and 
WOD09_NO12274697, Figure 5.8). Prominent warm and saline water intrusions can be seen 
between 45 and 75 m as well as between 90 and 100 m. On a θ-S plot (Figure 5.9) the warm and 
cold intrusive layers show saw-tooth pattern which can be followed along isopycnals between 
adjacent CTD stations. This type of pattern indicates isopycnal intrusion and can also be seen in 
the potential temperature section, where a warm intrusive layer at ~50 m depth over the shelf 
closely follows the 27.5 kg/m
3
 isopycnal (Figure 5.7a).  
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Figure 5.5 Potential temperature-salinity (θ-S) plot of the CTDs shown in Figure 5.2 (within the 
red polygon). Isopycnals (lines of equal potential density anomaly ranging from 26.25 kg/m
3
 
and 28.25 kg/m
3
) are shown in the background. Water mass divisions are from [Schlichtholz and 
Houssais, 1999].
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Figure 5.6 Potential temperature section along an east-west CTD transect (location marked by red polygon in an inset). (a) Different water masses are identified 
based on water mass classification in θ-S plot.  
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Figure 5.7 Potential temperature and salinity sections in shelf break and distal shelf (location marked by black dotted rectangular box in Figure 5.6). (a) Enlarged 
potential temperature section in the distal shelf and shelf break. A horizontal temperature gradient is seen to the east of the warm Atlantic water core above 100 m 
depth. Isopycnals (lines of equal potential density anomaly [kg/m
3
]) are superimposed on the potential temperature section. Warm water intrusions in the shelf 
generally follow the isopycnals. (b) Salinity section in the shelf break shows a shelfward thickening freshwater wedge. 
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Figure 5.8 Potential temperature, salinity and potential density anomaly variations for two CTDs [12274696 (left panel) and 122746967 (right panel) and their 
locations in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.7a]. Warm and salty water intrusions are observed near 50 m and 90 m. The intrusions are 10–30 m thick. Minor density 
increments with increasing depth are also observed at 50 and 90 m. 
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Figure 5.9 θ-S plot of CTD stations WOD09_NO12274696 and WOD09_NO12274697 
(location in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7a) reveals saw-tooth pattern indicating warm, salty and 
colder, fresher water interleaving. Background isopycnals range from 27.5 –27.95 kg/m3. The 
CTD stations are separated by 10 km and time difference between the two records is 40 
minutes. 
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5.3.3 Reflection patterns  
In seismic profiles I identify four zones (A–D) in the top 1 km of the water column based on 
reflection patterns and strength (Figure 5.10). Zone A is the upper low reflectivity region (above 
100–200 m depth). It has a wedge shape, which becomes thin towards the shelf break (Figure 
5.10 and Figure 5.11). Despite its low reflectivity, weak reflections can be observed. This low 
reflectivity zone broadly corroborates with warm Atlantic water (temperature > 6 °C in the 
potential temperature section Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.11). Zone B (100–200 m) comprises of 
strong to moderate reflections with wavy patterns and variable reflection continuity (Figure 5.10 
and Figure 5.11). Strong reflections interleave with regions of weaker reflections. Zone C is 
acoustically transparent (200–500 m) with few reflections. Reflections are occasionally present 
in Zone C, such as in the shelf break and distal shelf regions as well as on the upper slope. Zone 
D is the region between 500 and 1000 m depths and has weak reflections.  
 
A synthetic seismogram generated by convolving the source wavelet with a CTD 
(WOD09_NO12274697, location in Figure 5.2) derived reflectivity series shows a strong 
correlation with vertical sound speed and temperature derivatives compared to those of density 
and salinity (Figure 5.12). Sallares et al. [2009] estimated that sound speed variations contribute 
90–95% to seismic reflectivity and only 5–10% variation is contributed by density variations. 
Based on their method, I find sound speed variations contribute 92% to reflectivity in this 
region. Additionally, in the top 50 m of the water column, contribution of salinity to reflectivity 
dominates over temperature fluctuation (55–60%), which is much higher than generally 
predicted by Ruddick et al. [2009] and Sallares et al. [2009] (their values are 12–18%). 
However, in the most reflective region of the seismic profiles (such as Zone B, 50–125 m), 
salinity contribution to acoustic impedance is 12–18% and temperature contribution generally 
dominates.  
 
In Zone B a region of relatively strong near-horizontal reflections near the shelf break above the 
slope (Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11) is observed. Some of these reflections can be traced 
laterally for approximately 3 km (Figure 5.11). By corroborating with the potential temperature 
section (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7a), the zone bearing strong parallel/sub-parallel reflections 
near the shelf break coincides with the zone showing horizontal temperature gradient and 
interleaving of warm, salty water with colder and fresher water (such as CTD WOD09_NO 
12274697 in Figure 5.11). At a water depth of 550 m, temperature variation within this zone 
shows a rapidly decreasing temperature profile (a sharp drop in temperature from 5° to 4° C is 
observed in CTD WOD09_NO 12274692 near 150 m depth). Polarity of reflections serves as an 
additional criterion to understand transition from warm to cold water in seismic profiles. In the  
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Figure 5.10 Seismic line JR211-10 showing four different zones (A–D) in the water column. Zone A is the top low reflectivity region. Zone B shows strong to 
moderate reflections. Zone C is mostly transparent except the presence of a few discontinuous reflections in the upper slope. A dotted white band marks the presence 
of dipping weak reflections emerging from the seafloor (550–650 m water depths) in Zone C. Zone D shows bands of discontinuous reflections between 550 and 700 
m. The top 35 m of the seismic profile is muted due to presence of direct waves. 
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Figure 5.11 Seismic line JR211-01 showing water column reflections in the shelf and upper slope. Zone B is strongly reflective compared to Zones A and C. CTD 
WOD09_NO12274692 shows rapidly decreasing temperature with depth at ~150 m and reversed polarity reflections are seen in the vicinity, although reflection 
continuity is disrupted. In the distal shelf, CTD WOD09_NO12274697 shows warm, salty water intrusions. Here strong normal as well as reversed polarity 
reflections are observed. Positive polarity reflection probably originates from an interface between cold (top) and warm (bottom) water layers.  
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Figure 5.12 Vertical gradient of density (ρ’), vertical gradient of potential temperature (θ’), vertical gradient of sound speed (v’), vertical gradient of salinity (S’), 
reflection coefficient (RC), seismogram (generated by convolving a 75 Hz Ricker wavelet with the reflectivity series and peaks are filled by yellow colour), variation 
of density (ρ), potential temperature (θ), salinity (S) and sound speed (v) obtained from a CTD station WOD09_NO12274697 in the shelf. The grey shaded region 
marks the field of warm Atlantic water. Reflection coefficient is strongly influenced by salinity variations in the top 35 m but the influence of temperature and 
velocity variations on RC is obvious in depths > 35 m. 
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case of thermohaline intrusions, the interface between a top cold water layer and a bottom warm 
water layer will give rise to a reflection with positive polarity (normal polarity with respect to 
sea floor polarity, such as near CTD WOD09_NO 12274697 in Figure 5.11) whereas negative 
polarity reflection results at the interface where cold water occurs below warm water (such as 
near CTD WOD09_NO 12274692 in Figure 5.11). This is because sound speed is positively 
correlated with temperature and it influences acoustic impedance more than density [Sallares et 
al., 2009]. Polarity reversals indicate contrasting temperatures between neighbouring 
watermasses. 
 
Fine-scale thermohaline reflections in Zones B and D reveal different patterns of watermass 
interaction and mixing. Zone D shows presence of parallel and sub-parallel reflections with poor 
reflection continuity in the upper region (depths 550–750 m). A few reflections can be traced 
over long distances, to a maximum distance of 2 km. A nearby CTD (CTD WOD09_NO 
12274687, Figure 5.13a) shows the presence of thermohaline steps in this region. Reflections 
are generally absent in the water column at depths > 900 m. Steps are characterized by areas of 
nearly continuous temperature and salinity separated by gradients. However, the steps in 
temperature and salinity are not identical (Figures 5.13b and 5.13c), as normally seen for double 
diffusive steps in relatively ‘quiet’ regions [such as in Perkin and Lewis, 1984]. Additionally, 
warm and salty intrusive layers are also present in some places (Figure 5.13c). As the transition 
from cold AW to AIW is found at 500–550 m depths (Figure 5.6), the upper boundary of Zone 
D is inferred to represent the boundary between these two water masses in the seismic profile. 
 
Wavy reflections are ubiquitous in the seismic profiles. In Zone B they are observed in the shelf 
break and upper slope (water depths 50–150 m). Here they are smoothly undulating semi-
horizontal reflections over the shelf break but become disrupted and discontinuous over the 
slope (Figure 5.11). Near the shelf break, reflections in Zone C arch down to the seafloor at 
water depths 250–350 m, where the local seafloor topography shows stair-steps (Figure 5.11). 
In the upper slope (500–800 m water depths) oblique reflections over a broad region (~15 km 
wide) are observed and they are discordant to the background isotherms, although part of the 
reflections at depth are approximately parallel to them (Figure 5.14). Within these strong to 
moderately reflective areas, reflection patterns show gently undulating patterns. In Figure 5.10, 
a dipping band (~3 km wide) of moderate to weak reflections is also seen in the upper slope 
(500–600 m water depths). I attribute the origin of the wavy reflections to internal waves 
(similar examples of internal waves in MCS profiles are also known from the Norwegian Sea 
[Holbrook and Fer, 2005]). 
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Figure 5.13 Seismic line JR211-10 showing reflections in deeper water (location shown by a black dotted box in Figure 5.10) and variations of potential 
temperature, salinity, density and sound speed. (a) Parallel bands of weak reflections can be seen in Zone D (550–750 m). In this depth stair-stepping patterns of 
salinity and potential temperature are observed at the nearest CTD WOD09_NO12274687 (location of the CTD is shown on the basemap in Figure 5.1). Sound 
speed variation is similar to temperature. (b) Enlarged section (600–900 m) of CTD WOD09_NO12274687 showing step-wise decreasing temperature and salinity 
with depth. (c) A CTD collected at 715 m water depth, slightly upslope of CTD WOD09_NO12274687 shows presence of minor warm and salty water intrusion (at 
~675 m). 
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Figure 5.14 Seismic line JR211-01 showing reflections in the upper slope. Background isotherms are superimposed on the seismic profile. Dipping reflections are 
present over a broad area in the slope (550–800 m). These dipping reflections are parallel to S2 internal tide wave trajectory (dotted yellow lines). The mean 
buoyancy frequency (N) is derived from all the CTDs shown in an inset. 
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5.4 Discussion 
 
A combined analysis of satellite SST image, underway vessel profiler data and seismic wave 
based velocity estimates helps to identify fronts separating warm and cold waters at the ocean 
surface. Mixing of warm and cold water is seen as tongues of colder water extend into warmer 
water bearing regions in the continental slope (Figure 5.1). A strong surface current (15–20 
cm/s) is observed in the shelf and upper slope which carries coastal surface water towards north 
(Figure 5.3). Local presence of warm AW on the surface is seen in the regions bearing warm 
SST tongues (SST > 6˚C) in the upper continental slope based on underway temperature and 
salinity measurements (Figures 1 and 4). However, there are not enough surface salinity 
measurements (as salinity can differentiate AW from PW over similar temperature values) in 
the region of warm SST anomalies to determine whether warm AW occurs extensively over this 
region. Shallowing of AW to the surface will cause it to lose its heat directly to the atmosphere.  
 
Seismic reflection patterns and CTD based hydrographic analysis help to understand watermass 
interactions and mixing patterns at a front. In the upper continental slope the front separating the 
warm AW (6–7.5° C) from the cold AW is characterized by a boundary layer showing rapidly 
changing temperatures and strong seismic reflections. Over the shelf break the frontal region 
between the warm core of AW and cold AW shows a horizontal temperature gradient. Warm 
and salty water intrusions (10–30 m thick) are observed in this region. Strong sub-horizontal 
reflections in the frontal regions are primarily a result of interleaving of warm, salty water with 
colder, fresher water. An intrusive layer sets up lateral mixing of heat and salt along the 
isopycnal surfaces with molecular diffusivity for temperature approximately 100 times larger 
than that of salt [Ruddick and Richards, 2003]. While the strong reflections result from strong 
temperature contrast, weakly reflective zones probably indicate well-mixed water which has 
progressively homogenised by mixing with surrounding waters along lines of equal density. 
Similar frontal structures in seismic images are identified between Labrador Current and the 
North Atlantic Current by Holbrook et al. [2003].  
 
Seismic profiles also reveal presence of undulations in the reflections from the frontal region, 
which may indicate presence of turbulence-generated internal waves. Turbulent mixing (for 
example, stirring by an eddy field) can also aid in setting up intrusive fine structures. 
Turbulence can help mixing and homogenizing water across density surfaces (diapycnal 
mixing) and if a pressure differential exists between the mixed water mass and surrounding 
water, the well-mixed water will spread along isopycnals causing an intrusion [Thorpe, 2005]. 
Diapycnal mixing can be expected in presence of turbulence which will enhance vertical heat 
and salt fluxes. Stronger internal waves such as regions with strong currents can destroy the 
lateral coherence of thermohaline fine structures. This is seen in the upper slope region in Zone 
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B, where lateral continuity of the reflections is severely distorted.  Spectral analysis of 
undulating reflections has been used before by Holbrook and Fer [2005] to compute energy 
density spectra. Integration over such spectra provides estimates of total energy contained in an 
internal wave field. Sheen et al. [2009] determined diapycnal mixing rates from seismic images 
by applying spectral analysis techniques to fine-structure undulations and fitting the observed 
spectra to theoretical spectra for internal waves (Garret-Munk) and also to a model for 
turbulence. A similar spectral analysis can be performed on the undulating reflections to deduce 
the spatial variability of diapycnal mixing rates which can then be corroborated with 
diffusivities derived from CTDs.  
 
Oblique reflections in across-slope profiles (Figures 10 and 14) are seen near the seafloor at 
~550–600 m depths. They are very prominent in lines JR211-01 and JR211-10 but are much 
weaker in the profiles further south (such as, Figure 5.15). Also, presence of previous shot 
multiples complicates their interpretation. These reflections stand out clearly in an otherwise 
transparent Zone C. Similar reflections were earlier reported by Holbrook et al. [2009] from the 
Norwegian continental slope (64–66˚ N latitudes). They interpreted the sloping reflections, 
which are discordant to background isotherms, as internal waves propagating at tidal 
frequencies. In their example the internal waves closely followed the trajectory of an internal 
semidiurnal (M2) tide wave. The sloping reflections observed in west Svalbard are very similar 
to the internal tide waves seen in the Norwegian continental slope. When surface (barotropic) 
tides force stratified fluids to flow over sloping topography it generates internal baroclinic tides 
which emanate as internal tidal beams from the slope. Such beams can cause substantial vertical 
displacement of isopycnals in the interior of the ocean and also trigger internal waves which 
propagate away from their generation site along the trajectory of the internal tide wave. The 
frequency of such internal wave remains close to the frequency of the surface tide at least where 
barotropic surface tide triggers internal baroclinic tide waves. Propagation of internal waves 
along an internal tide wave is usually determined by the relative magnitudes of three frequencies 
[Holbrook et al., 2009]: the internal wave frequency ω (such as for S2 ω is 1.454 s−1 and for M2 
it is 1.41 × 10
-4
 s
-1, the local buoyancy frequency N(z) = [−(g/ρ)∂ρ/∂z]1/2 (g is the acceleration of 
gravity and ρ is the average potential density), and the local inertial (or Coriolis) frequency, f = 
1.423 × 10
−4
 s
−1
 at 78°N. The inclination of the tide wave is given by c = tan θ = [(ω2-f2)/(N2- 
ω2)]1/2, which is measured with respect to the horizontal. In west Svalbard the principal semi-
diurnal tide M2 cannot generate internal tide waves as its internal wave frequency is much less 
than coriolis frequency of this region (ω M2 < f), such that stronger coriolis force will suppress 
M2 internal waves. However, internal S2 tide waves can be generated as f < ωS2. Strong internal 
tide waves can be expected where the seafloor slope is near-critical [i.e. γ (seafloor slope) = c] 
to the ray slope for S2 [Cacchione et al., 2002]. γ and c  
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Figure 5.15 Oblique reflections (profile JR211-03) near the seafloor in the upper slope show parallelism to S2 tide wave trajectory. 
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variations in the vicinity of profile JR211-01 indicate that much of the slope remains critical to 
slightly sub-critical [γ>c] to an S2 tidal beam in water depths 200–750 m (Figure 5.16). The 
critical slope is seen at 200–350 m (distal shelf region) and 600–700 m (upper slope) where 
internal tide waves can generate. Presence of inclined reflections in these depth ranges strongly 
indicate role of S2 tide waves as they closely mimic the predicted trajectory of internal semi-
diurnal tide S2 (Figures 5.10, 5.14 and 5.15). Seismic reflections result from the strain 
(stretching and thinning of water) induced by an internal wave field [Holbrook et al., 2009]. The 
presence of S2 internal tide waves in the study region also evokes the role of heat and 
momentum transfer by such waves in ocean mixing and vertical budget of heat and salt fluxes, 
which have not yet been considered for this region. 
 
5.5 Conclusions 
 
(1) Anomalies of warm and cold PW are seen on the surface in the SST image and in-situ 
underway profiler data. Tongue-shaped warm SST anomalies in the continental slope 
show local presence of AW in pockets. Colder surface water (< 3˚ C) is mostly seen 
north of 79˚ N latitude and southward driven currents bring such colder water from 
north. Seismic direct wave based sound speed can also serve as a complementary tool to 
understand the distribution of warm and cold waters on the surface. 
 
(2) Seismic images show strong reflections in the frontal region where a strong horizontal 
temperature gradient is observed shelfward of the warm AW core. Warm and salty 
intrusive layers follow the isopycnals, bearing evidence for isopycnal intrusion in the 
frontal region. Strong reflections with both normal and reversed polarities, indicating 
interleaving of warm and colder water. 
 
(3) At the AW and AIW transition (500-550 m depth) parallel bands of weak reflections 
corroborate well with a stair-stepping decreasing temperature profile. 
 
(4) Internal waves are present in the seismic images. They are observed in the shelf (frontal 
region east of warm core of the AW). Sloping internal tide waves are seen close to the 
critical slope for S2 internal tide wave generation (600–800 m), which can aid in ocean 
mixing across the isopycnals.
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Figure 5.16 Ray slope of internal S2 tide wave energy (red curve) and seafloor slope (cross 
marks) derived from IBCAO bathymetry in the vicinity of seismic line JR211-01 show two 
areas (200–350 m and 600–750 m water depths) where they are very similar.  
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6.1 Summary and future work 
 
The marine multichannel seismic (MCS) technique is a proven tool for understanding the 
subsurface and more recently it is finding successful application in oceanography. High-
resolution MCS data collected offshore west Svalbard were useful for both geological and 
oceanographic analyses, including the Pliocene-Pleistocene glacial record of the continental 
margin, sub-seafloor gas migration in upper continental slope, the location of water mass 
boundaries and water mass interaction patterns. The most challenging task remaining is to use 
this knowledge to develop more comprehensive understanding of variability of marine Arctic 
environment and predict its response to global changes. Some ways the results from this work 
can be used and future research strategies can be developed to monitor the ongoing changes in 
the marine Arctic are:  
 
(1)  Ice streams play an important role behind the response of ice sheets to climate change. 
In a warming climate, ice streams can rapidly drain lot of ice which might be critical for 
ice sheet stability. Observations have shown that their behaviour is highly variable in 
modern-day ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica (e.g. speeding up, switching 
position). However, these observations only show short-term variations and it may be 
difficult to assess whether they are a result of a long-term climate warming or simply 
natural variability. Another problem in studying ice streams and their variability is that 
the ice stream flow-related processes remain hidden under ice and are difficult to 
investigate. But once the ice has receded, the bedform features of a paleo ice stream 
track can reveal more about basal ice movement. Therefore, it is crucial to study paleo-
ice streams in order to improve our understanding of changes in the past and dynamic 
processes that influence their spatial location and evolution. Although it is common for 
surficial ice streams surrounded by slow-moving ice to change directions, the paleo-ice 
stream switching example from Svalbard suggests that well-established topography-
bounded ice stream can also change direction of flow over different cycles of 
glaciations (Figure 6.1). The locations of palaeo-ice streams can significantly improve 
ice sheet reconstructions and simulate the behaviour of ice streams in numerical ice 
sheet models. 
 
(2) The shallow stratigraphic heterogeneity in the uppermost continental slope needs to be 
further investigated with more seismic reflection data (both 2D and 3D). The present 
MCS survey lines are not closely enough spaced to reveal the lateral extent of shallow 
gas pockets over a wider area within the probable hydrate retreat area and immediately 
below it. One can expect strong lateral variability of shallow glacimarine sedimentary 
sequence in this part of the slope. Although the present seismic profiles show how gas 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic presentation of ice stream flow paths and locations of trough mouth fans 
in the northwestern Svalbard margin. (a) The Sjubrebanken trough mouth fan was a result of a 
northwestward flowing ice stream flowing during Late Pliocene. (b) A switch in ice stream 
position to the present-day Kongsfjorden cross-shelf trough took place at ~1 Ma resulting in the 
deposition of Kongsfjorden trough mouth fan. 
       20 km 
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migration takes place through fractures and permeable hemipelagic units (such as 
Figure 6.2), the top ~20 m remained unresolved. A deep-towed chirp survey (using two 
different source frequencies, such as between 650 and 2000 Hz and another between 
220 and 1000 Hz) was carried out in summer 2011 to understand the detailed structure 
and stratigraphy of the shallowest region. There are several benefits of such survey over 
conventional source and streamer which are towed close to the sea surface. The first 
Fresnel zone of a deep-towed survey is very small which considerably improves 
horizontal resolution and reduces interference from out-of-plane reflections/diffractions. 
As noise associated with rough weather and surface swell is decreased with depth, a 
deep-towed system is less prone to surficial noise. The detailed shallow subsurface 
images may reveal more information about gas migration (whether a ‘focused’ fluid 
flow system exists close to the seabed) and how gas finally reaches the seabed once 
hydrates dissociate. A controlled-source-electromagnetic (CSEM) survey was also 
carried out in the study area in 2012 to map out the areas of anomalous high resistivity 
which could be due to gas, gas hydrate. These new datasets can reveal more about the 
distribution of gas and gas hydrate in the shallow marine sediments.  
 
(3) Although it is generally assumed that pure methane is the dominant (99.9 %) gas 
released from the seepage sites and also in shallow sediment cores (R. H. James, 
personal communication, 2011) there could be traces of higher order hydrocarbons. The 
presence of small fractions of higher order hydrocarbon gases has a stabilizing influence 
on hydrate. For example, Rajan et al. [2011] showed 4% higher order hydrocarbons 
(3% ethane and 1% propane) push down the base of gas hydrate stability by ~100 m 
from where it exists for pure methane hydrate. The depth of the sulphate reduction zone 
over the seepage area is not well studied and is only assumed to be shallow (3–5 m) 
near the seepage sites. Analyses of hydrocarbon gases obtained from shallow cores 
collected in 2011 from the seepage area are in progress and they can tell more about gas 
composition, near-seafloor geochemical profiles of methane. They can help to gain a 
comprehensive understanding of probable composition of hydrates and hydrate 
dynamics of the margin in the shallowest sediments, methane flux at the base of 
sulphate reduction zone and fate of methane once released from hydrate. 
 
(4) The initial seismic oceanography results are encouraging and seismic oceanography has 
a bright prospect in studying a broad range of oceanographic processes, such as 
turbulence dynamics (internal waves associated with currents and tides) and ocean 
mixing. The internal reflections in the frontal region of the warm Atlantic water and 
surrounding colder water indicate interleaving pattern of warm and cold water (Figure 
6.3). An inversion of the seismic data for sound speed followed by the conversion of
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Figure 6.2 Cartoon explaining sub-seabed gas migration, release of gas at the seabed and transport of methane rich gas bubbles through the water column at the 
continental shelf and upper slope regions of west Svalbard. Subsurface gas migration (inset) primarily takes place through permeable units and vertically through 
fractures in impermeable glacial diamictons. Warming induced gas hydrate dissociation as a result of downslope migration of the base of methane hydrate stability 
(BMSH at 2˚ C and 3˚ C bottom water temperature conditions) locally contributes to shallow gas. Methane released at the seabed will be partly consumed by 
chemosynthetic bacterial community and partly released in the water where it gets dissolved, oxidized and dispersed along isopycnals. Some methane can reach the 
sea surface and eventually to the atmosphere.
Inset 
Fracture within 
glacigenic strata 
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sound speed to temperature can yield a higher resolution temperature model showing 
fine structures of the dynamic oceanographic features [Papenberg et al., 2010]. 
Although such inversion results produce relative changes in acoustic impedance, 
determining an absolute change needs additional background hydrographic information 
which is usually collected simultaneous to seismic data using expendable 
bathythermograph (XBT) or expendable CTD (XCTD). Such a combined seismic and 
hydrographic survey is recommended in a future study. 
 
(5) Presence of internal semi-diurnal tide waves (S2) is identified in the seismic images 
(Figure 6.3). Moored current meters and ship-board acoustic Doppler current profiler 
(ADCP) which record vertical and horizontal velocity components of currents can 
provide additional information about internal tide generation [Eriksen, 1998; Schafstall 
et al., 2011]. Year-long current meter mooring data analysis can help to estimate semi-
diurnal tidal components (such as M2, S2 and N2) and their amplitude. Cross-slope and 
along-slope velocity profiles from ship-based ADCP data can help to understand 
variations in current intensities and probable causes, such as mesoscale activities (like 
eddies) or internal tide waves for such variations. One can also carry out a CTD transect 
in ‘yo-yo’ fashion to measure the inclination of the internal tide waves in order to 
validate the slope of the reflections in seismic profiles [Krahmann et al., 2009]. A 
combined approach considering all or some of these tools can help to understand 
generation of tides, their conversion into internal waves and near-vertical mixing. Given 
the synoptic nature of MCS survey, it remains extremely useful in identifying the 
regions of oceanographic interest over regional scale.  
 
(6)  It is not well known how methane emitted at the seabed is transported before it 
becomes completely dissolved or even escapes dissolution and be released to the 
atmosphere. Presence of chemosynthetic bacterial community will influence the release 
of methane to the water. Such communities filter much of the methane released at the 
seafloor and only a small fraction will be emitted into the water column (Figure 6.2). 
Currents and internal waves can influence methane distribution in the water column 
[Greinert et al., 2012]. Methane can get dissolved and mix along the isopycnal surfaces. 
Some of the methane rich gas bubbles may rise vertically to the sea surface and can 
eventually escape to the atmosphere. These questions can be answered by integrating 
hydrographic measurements, methane concentration from geochemical sampling of 
water column and seismic oceanography data. 
 
(7) Presence of eddies and gyres in the vicinity of seafloor may locally destabilize hydrate. 
Eddies and gyres are known from further south (75˚ N) in the mainstream of northward 
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Figure 6.3 Schematic presentation of different water masses and seismic reflection patterns of the sea west of Svalbard. 
Zone A (yellow) represents warm Atlantic Water (AW) with weaker reflections. Zone B (shaded in green) shows moderate to strong reflections 
in the shelf break and upper slope region. Here the reflections are attributed to inter-fingering of warm, saline AW with colder 
surrounding water. Zone C is usually transparent, except for presence of weaker dipping reflections which are attributed to internal  
S2 tide waves. The transition between AW and Arctic Intermediate Water (AIW) is marked by few weaker reflections. AW flows into 
the page.
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bound Atlantic Water, where the warm core of Atlantic Water occurs at ~100 m 
[Piechura et al., 2001]. In the centres of anticyclonic gyres, the warm core is pushed 
down to 200–300 m and this can significantly change the bottom water temperature and 
influence gas hydrate stability. Our knowledge of eddies, their dimension and life time 
is scanty in the study area and they can be studied with combined hydrographic and 
seismic oceanographic data analysis. 
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